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1.0 Preamble  64 
 65 
This document supports the business requirements for multi-modal Track and Trace functionality, 66 
regardless of the mode of transport.  67 

After much investigation by UN/CEFACT experts into the history and current practices of supply chain 68 
Track and Trace, it is realized that the disconnection between the trade and transport worlds regarding 69 
a consistent set of related trade and transport identifiers can now potentially be closed.  70 

The conclusion of recent UN/CEFACT investigations analyzing and correlating the data elements, 71 
context and identifiers from transport documents of the primary modes of transport is that all of 72 

the data elements required for supply chain track and trace are already in the  73 
UN/CEFACT Core Component Library located in the Supply Chain Reference Data Model (SCRDM) 74 

and Multi-modal Transport Data Reference Data Model (MMTRDM) subsets. 75 

Therefore, closing the disconnect between trade and transport can be accomplished by using the 76 
UN/CEFACT Supply Chain Reference Data Model (SCRDM)1 and the UN/CEFACT Multi-Modal 77 

Transport Reference Data Model (MMTRDM)2 in combination with digitalization methods and 78 
consistently applied standardized identification schemes of other recognized standards 79 

organizations currently in use within and across supply chains. 80 

In that regard, the following starting points are now assumed for this BRS:  81 

a) There is no present need for additional data identifiers to facilitate multi-modal track and 82 
trace of shipments transported from seller to buyer. 83 

b) Identifiers for goods, their packaging or container, or means of transport will support multi-84 
modal tracking and tracking, if the identifiers are unique. 85 

c) Linkages can be made between the different identifiers using various existing technologies. 86 
d) The model supports track and trace using various existing technologies by using the most 87 

relevant waypoints for the transport journey (as agreed among stakeholders). 88 
e) Standardized exchange processes may be used, without the need to create new class diagrams 89 

or new message structures.  90 

Track and Trace refers to IT-supported systems for determining the processing or delivery status of an 91 
object within a physical supply chain of a production or logistics company.3 There are different 92 
definitions of real-time tracking and tracing, as according to Oliveira et al. (2013), the core task of a 93 
track-and-trace system is to create end-to-end transparency within a logistics chain so that customers, 94 
business partners and the logistics company itself, can see the exact production or delivery status at 95 
any time.4  96 

Lin et al. (2013), define traceability as the ability to trace the whole supply chain processes backwards 97 
after delivering the materials and products.5 Furthermore, Främling and Nyman (2009), divide 98 
tracking-and-tracing into a forward and a backward aspect; forward tracking is defined as the 99 
determination of the location of products along the supply chain processes, whereas, backward 100 
tracing refers to the identification of defective or lost articles in the logistics network.6 For 101 

 
1 https://unece.org/DAM/uncefact/BRS/BRS_SCRDM_v1.0.0.2.pdf 
2 https://unece.org/DAM/cefact/Standards/MMT/BRS_T_L-MMT.pdf 
3 Hassan, M., Ali, M., Aktas, E., & Alkayid, K. (2015). Factors affecting selection decision of auto-identification technology in warehouse 
management: An International Delphi study. Production Planning & Control, 26(12), 1025-1049. 
4 Oliveira, R. R., Noguez, F. C., Costa, C. A., Barbosa, J. L., & Prado, M. P. (2013). SWTRACK: An intelligent model for cargo tracking based on 
off-the-shelf mobile devices. Expert Systems with Applications, 40(6), 2023-2031. 
5 Lin, X., & Zheng, X. (2013). A Cloud-Enhanced System Architecture for Logistics Tracking Services. International Conference on Computer, 
Networks and Communication Engineering, 30, 545-548. 
6 Främling, K., & Nyman, J. (2009). From Tracking with RFID to Intelligent Products. 14th IEEE International Conference on Emerging 
Technologies and Factory Automation, 122-132. 
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Shamsuzzoha et al. (2013) proper track-and-trace of all necessary information from the supply 102 
network is necessary for efficient and effective management.7 Therefore, supply chain partners have 103 
to collaborate closely together and define track-and-trace requirements, to enable supply chain 104 
visibility. 105 

 106 

Figure 1. Sample supply chain requiring track & trace for shipments from seller to buyer of goods 107 

Figure 1 above clarifies the scope of this BRS within the context of the above discussion of tracking 108 
and tracing. Supply chain may be understood as running from raw materials, through various stages 109 
of production through semi-finished products and ultimately to finished products that involve several 110 
buy-sell transactions of goods among different actors along that supply chain. The scope of this BRS is 111 
limited to tracking and tracing related to a single buy-sell transaction between a single Seller and a 112 
single Buyer. 113 

Supply chain visibility over time has become a crucial factor for companies in terms of customer 114 
satisfaction. Therefore, the importance of track and trace technologies developed into important tools 115 
to enhance visibility.8  116 
 117 
Supply Chain transparency is also of importance in regard to information and communication 118 
technologies as a part of sustainable supply chain management.9 Actually, many supply chain related 119 
issues arise due to the lack of sharing information between the members in the supply chain.10  Supply 120 
Chain transparency is the ability to track a wide variety of goods during transport, to have a clear 121 
overview of inventory. It enables companies to improve their customer service and cost control by 122 
managing inventory in motion, proactively updating status, limiting disruptions and mitigating risks.11  123 
 124 
Collaborations between trading partners in information sharing facilitates decision synchronization 125 
between these partners, contributing towards achieving significant business performance.12   126 
 127 

• Information sharing is critical to the efficiency, effectiveness and competitive advantage of a 128 
supply chain.13  129 

 
7 Shamsuzzoha, A. H. M., Ehrs, M., Addo-Tenkorang, R., Nguyen, D., & Helo, P. T. (2013). Performance evaluation of tracking and tracing 
for logistics operations. International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics, 5(1), 31-54. 
8 Bolte, N.-O., & Goll, D. C. (2020). Potential analysis of track-and-trace systems in the outbound logistics of a Swedish retailer 
(Dissertation). Retrieved from http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hj:diva-48986 
9 Schäfer, N. (2022). Making transparency transparent: A systematic literature review to define and frame supply chain transparency in the 
context of sustainability. Management Review Quarterly. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11301-021-00252-7 
10 J. Li, M. J. Shaw, R. T. Sikora, G. W. Tan, and R. Yang, (2001)."The effects of information sharing strategies on supply chain 
performance," Working Paper, URL: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.144.4916 
11 Gnimpieba, D. R., Nait-Sidi-Moh, A., Durand, D., Fortin, J. (2015). Using Internet of Things Technologies for a Collaborative Supply Chain: 
Application to Tracking of Pallets and Containers. 10th International Conference on Future Networks and Communications, 56, 550-557. 
12 Simatupang, T. M., Wright, A. C. & Sridharan, R. (2004). Applying the theory of constraints to supply chain collaboration." Supply Chain 
Management: An International Journal 9 (1), 57-70. 
13 Stock, J. R., & Lambert, D. M. (2001). Strategic logistics management. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11301-021-00252-7
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• Information sharing improves buyer-supplier relationships.14  130 
• Information sharing is the heart of supply chain collaboration.15  131 

 132 
As an example, the broad use of advanced information technologies in supply chains, such as 133 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and Web Technologies, demonstrates that organizations have come 134 
to substantiate the importance of integrating information.16   135 

Increased transparency during the multi-modal transportation of traded goods from seller to buyer 136 
offers new opportunities and huge benefits for supply chain optimization that did not exist prior to 137 
the widespread adoption of digital technologies. However, currently there are gaps in the process in 138 
the flow of this information that must be connected.  139 

The business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) worlds have been tracking and 140 
tracing separately for years and the supporting methods and technologies used have been gradually 141 
improving. Nevertheless, there is still no single standardized approach which is proven to be able to 142 
link between the trade and transport domains in all situations. 143 

As a result of the current global digitalization efforts by many trade standards organizations and with 144 
cooperation and coordination between these bodies, it is now envisioned that a combination of such 145 
standards is needed and sufficient to close the communications’ gap regarding movement of the trade 146 
contract items. Future operational and systems interoperability and communications between seller 147 
and buyer are now within reach.  148 

 149 
1.1 Problem Statement 150 

Currently there are disconnects in the process of the flow of information from Seller to Buyer that 151 
must be closed.  152 
 153 
Stakeholders involved in the trade transaction (sales order contract) and stakeholders involved in the 154 
transportation of consignments of the trade deliveries (shipments) of goods covered in the sales order 155 
use common terms and definitions in different ways. For instance, the terms “shipment” and 156 
“consignment” are not used with the same meanings across different trading industries and different 157 
modes of transport. The various parties may also use different identifiers for the same objects. For 158 
example, transport contracts for services provided by different modes of transport are identified by 159 
different names (e.g., road consignment note, waybill, master air waybill, bill of lading, rail 160 
consignment note, etc.). 161 
 162 
Figure 2 below defines two of the key terms for which we need to resolve the operational and 163 
communications disconnect in the end-to-end seller-to-buyer supply chain. Shipment is a trade term 164 
for the goods that are purchased and need to be transported to the buyer. Consignment is a transport 165 
term for the evidence of a transport service contract by which trade shipment(s) are transferred to 166 
transport operators to be moved under the terms of the associated transport contract(s). The cargo 167 
moved as a consignment may be constituted from multiple trade shipments, a single trade shipment, 168 
or a portion thereof.  169 
 170 

 
14 Hsu, C. C., Kannan, V. R., Tan, K. C., & Leong, G. K. (2008). Information sharing, buyer-supplier relationships, and firm performance: a 
multi-region analysis. International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management, 38(4), 296-310. 
15 Min S., Roath A.S., Daugherty P.J., Genchev S.E., Chen H., Arndt A.D., Richey R.G., (2005). Supply chain collaboration: what's happening? 
International Journal of Logistics Management; 16: 237-256. 
16 Lotfi, Zahra and Mukhtar, Muriati and Sahran, Shahnorbanun and Taei Zadeh, Ali, (2013). Information Sharing in Supply Chain 
Management. The 4th International Conference on Electrical Engineering and Informatics 2013 (ICEEI 2013), Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2290870 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2290870
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 171 
Figure 2. Understanding the difference between the shipment (trade view)  172 

and the consignment (transport view). 173 
 174 
As trade deliveries (shipments17) move through the end-to-end transportation journey from seller to 175 
buyer, each subsequent stakeholder may issue a new identifier to the objects and entities handled in 176 
an individual transport movement stage. During the transportation processes, often the logical and 177 
technical links across the objects and entities involved in the end-to-end journey are neither captured 178 
nor referenced in down-stream communications. The result is that few, if any, of the stakeholders can 179 
obtain a complete overview of the actual end-to-end supply chain related to the goods shipments 180 
moved as consignments. 181 

Because each operational stage may use different digital environments to identify and communicate 182 
information about the goods being moved, the need for interoperability between the operational 183 
processes and their systems becomes essential. As mentioned above, tracking and tracing provide 184 
significant benefits for the original consignor and final consignee, as well as for subsequent Logistics 185 
Service Providers (LSPs) and other stakeholders involved in the movement of the trade shipments 186 
through the complete transportation chain.  187 
 188 
The ultimate goal in supply chain movement and communication is to ensure that the flow of goods 189 
is as smooth, predictable, reliable, resilient and sustainable as possible based on the exchange of 190 
information that guarantees, “What is understood is what is sent18”.  191 
 192 
Keeping track of the tsunami of transportation of goods and the related data pertinent for 193 
identification and location are imperative for all supply chain stakeholders. Motivated by factors such 194 
as operational efficiency standards, competitive pressures, heightened customer expectations, and 195 
governmental regulations, both public and private organizations are searching for mechanisms to 196 
reduce risks by gaining data-driven visibility into the physical location, condition, and context of their 197 
products and assets (Delen, Hardgrave, & Sharda, 2009)19. The ability to track products and assets (in 198 

 
17This paper uses the term shipment to refer to the Trade Delivery (also indicated in Figure 1). 
18 Direct quote from the European Interoperability Framework (EIF). 
19 Delen, D., Hardgrave, B.C., Sharda, R. (2007). RFID for better supply chain management through enhanced information visibility. Prod. 
Oper. Manage. 16 (5), 612–624. 

https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/sites/isa/files/eif_brochure_final.pdf#page=29
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real-time) throughout the value chain has become increasingly important in a wide range of 199 
industries20 and it would fundamentally transform supply chain management. Appendix 5 provides an 200 
overview of the various tracking and tracing technologies that will assist in achieving the real-time 201 
capture and exchange of track and trace data. 202 

Universal (real-time) track and trace capabilities will enable digital ecosystems (digital supply chains) 203 
to flourish overcoming current logistics inefficiencies. Companies will have full visibility and 204 
sovereignty21 of their supply chains as part of fully interconnected logistics networks so that transport 205 
assets and resources are used for optimum efficiency. Unfortunately, today transport and logistics do 206 
not offer these universal track and trace capabilities. In the future, it is envisioned that supply chain 207 
management will move toward supply chain ‘demand’ management, as customers realize the value 208 
and access to more complete and reliable data.22  209 

Digitalization is an important instrument in realizing a reliable and sustainable future transport system 210 
and supply of goods.23 Digitalization has the immense opportunity to reduce emissions from logistics 211 
by as much as 10 to 12% by 2025 and help decarbonize the global economy.24   212 

Sustainability, in recent years, is becoming an important part of the everyday decision-making process 213 
of enterprises within local and global Supply Chains (SCs).25 Sustainable Supply Chains (SSCs) are 214 
broadly defined by the three pillars of sustainability (i.e. economic, environment and social aspects):  215 

• Economic sustainability deals with costs and financial abilities of SCs. 216 

• Environmental sustainability deals with the impact of SCs on the environment. 217 

• Social sustainability studies the impacts of SCs on societies, human well-being, and 218 
stakeholders.26  219 

Note: Although not in scope for this Track and Trace project, sustainability and its benefits provide 220 
economic and environmental impetus to adopt digital technological tracking solutions. 221 

The above considerations lead to profit margin pressure as costs creep up throughout the supply chain 222 
network. The costs of the SC or Digital Supply Chain (DSC) come from many areas, and unless 223 
organisations create visibility of and accountability for reducing those supply chain costs, they may 224 
result in rising operational expenses as a whole. Having good tracking and tracing solutions in place 225 
for goods moving through the supply chain is a foundational requirement to achieve this. 226 

Information about events related to cargo movements between different geographical nodes and 227 
operations, such as loading/unloading/transfer, is captured at different levels of granularity in the 228 
different systems operated by the transport operators and Logistics Service Providers (LSPs) involved.  229 
 230 
One of the primary results of gaps in the data is that the parties involved do not share information 231 
sufficiently, while some of the important linking details remain only within their own systems. 232 
Transport operators may not have all the prior assigned reference IDs required to adequately link back 233 

 
20 Butner, K. (2010). The smarter supply chain of the future. Strategy Leadership 38 (1), 22–31. 
21 See JRC LIVE - Regaining supply chain sovereignty 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGuIoacnsVI&list=PLxdsc7eCmCO4k8RC_PiXW_OZAEBkqu271&index=2)  
22 Maersk, The Race to Super-Proof the Supply Chain, Wired, 2022.   
23 PwC (2016). The era of digitized trucking: Transforming the logistics value chain. 
PwC. https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/gx/en/insights/2016/era-of-digitized-trucking.html 
24 WEF (2016). “World economic forum white paper. Digital transformation of Industries: logistics industry”, in Spelman, M., Weinelt, B., 
Lehmacher, W., Padilla-Taylor, V., Shah, A., Pearson, M., Pinhack, M., Dittrich, M., Daberkow, J., Shroff, S. and Agrawal, P. (Eds), World 
Economic Forum & Accenture, p.26, available at: http://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/wp-
content/blogs.dir/94/mp/files/pages/files/wef-dti-logisticswhitepaper-final-january-2016.pdf 
25 Mujkic, Z., Qorri, A., & Kraslawski, A. (2018). Sustainability and optimization of supply chains: A literature review. Operations and Supply 
Chain Management: An International Journal, 186-199. https://doi.org/10.31387/oscm0350213 
26 Bhinge, R., Moser, R., Moser, E., Lanza, G., & Dornfeld, D. (2015). Sustainability Optimization for Global Supply Chain Decision-Making. 
Procedia CIRP, 26, p. 323-328. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGuIoacnsVI&list=PLxdsc7eCmCO4k8RC_PiXW_OZAEBkqu271&index=2
http://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/wp-content/blogs.dir/94/mp/files/pages/files/wef-dti-logisticswhitepaper-final-january-2016.pdf
http://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/wp-content/blogs.dir/94/mp/files/pages/files/wef-dti-logisticswhitepaper-final-january-2016.pdf
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to the original trade transaction between the seller and the buyer. In order to establish end-to-end 234 
visibility across the supply chain from seller to buyer, such data must be accessible to all interim 235 
stakeholders. Therefore, it is important to provide the stakeholders with track and trace information 236 
to guarantee that transportation of goods and their related events are in concurrence with the 237 
expected procedures, most specifically in providing on-time delivery to the final consignee (buyer).  238 
 239 
 240 
1.2 The UN/CEFACT Cross-Industry Supply Chain Track and Trace Project 241 

This business requirements specifications (BRS) will enable the tracking of each identifiable asset by 242 
retrieving the information about the locations and events that affect the asset during transportation. 243 
Required tracking data should be transmitted in real or near-real time in electronic format either 244 
directly from a technological solution or keyed into a system by a stakeholder. 245 

The following sections of the BRS describe the overall approach and primary considerations. Further 246 
detail and examples of such using the UN/CEFACT MMTRDM combined with other organizations 247 
standards bodies’ work are found within the attached Appendices.  248 

For example, see Appendix 5, Tracking and Tracing business and technical considerations, for 249 
further detail on potential benefits, and technological considerations.  250 

 251 

  252 
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3.0 Objective of the UN/CEFACT Cross-Industry Supply Chain Track 289 

and Trace Project 290 

The objective of this project is to gain the visibility of the traded product at any time during its journey 291 
from seller to buyer:  292 

• Enable tracking and tracing of products (or assets) and information sharing in standard 293 
electronic format. 294 

https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/brs/T_L-BRS_DataPipeline_v1.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/BRS-Traceability-Transparency-TextileLeather-Part1-HLPDM_v1.pdf
https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/BRS-Traceability-Transparency-TextileLeather-Part1-HLPDM_v1.pdf
https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/guidance-material
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• Track and trace any traded and identified items including transport equipment or assets 295 
(e.g., box, pallet, container, etc., even if empty).  296 

• Trade or transport items must be identified based on commonly accepted, global data 297 
standards (not proprietary), regardless of the recognized standards body.   298 
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4.0 Scope 299 
4.1 Description 300 

This project addresses transportation involving large quantities of goods covered under a single sales 301 
order (as is often the case, in bulk transport, see Appendix 6) as well as transportation of very small 302 
quantities of goods (often, also quite small in size) such as those typically traded via internet 303 
transactions (e-commerce, be it business to consumer or business to business sales)27.  304 
 305 
The scope of the project covers two distinct concepts:  306 

a) tracking - which is monitoring and recording the current location and status of the traded 307 
goods, once consigned to a transport operator(s), and  308 

b)  tracing - which is monitoring and documenting the history of transport of traded goods from 309 
original consignor to final consignee, i.e., the combined history of the tracked events, 310 
regardless of the type of goods or the mode(s) of transport deployed for their transportation.  311 

Note: Tracking and tracing can also include the events of returning goods or returning the transport 312 
asset itself to an originating location when empty. Tracking and tracing of an identifiable asset, itself, 313 
is therefore also applicable even when the asset is empty. 314 
 315 
The following goals are within the scope of this project: 316 

• Standard electronic formats for all information exchanges concerning the transportation of 317 
traded goods as consignments: The extent of the information exchanges is to support 318 
communications throughout the end-to-end transport supply chain from seller to buyer and 319 
vice versa in the case of returned goods. UN/CEFACT will identify the data elements and their 320 
business relationships with reference to the UN/CEFACT Multi-Modal Transport Reference 321 
Data Model (MMTRDM).  These data exchange specifications will also be applicable to empty, 322 
full or consolidated transport assets (container of any size and shape). This will enable the 323 
exchange of the location and status of cargo at any time in the transportation chain, regardless 324 
of the type of container in which the goods are located or the mode of transport.  325 

• Proposals of methodologies to close the gaps between the trade transaction and related 326 
shipment identification(s) and the transport consignment identification(s) in order to 327 
reconcile the two and thereby increase transparency across the entire supply chain.  328 

 329 
The following items are not within the scope of this UN/CEFACT project: 330 

• Trade transaction processes, except despatch and delivery related identifiers 331 
• Transport contract processes, including charging details 332 
• Differentiation by individual commodities of goods transported  333 
• Customs and other cross-border regulatory reporting  334 
• Transport environmental aspects or related concerns such as carbon footprints 335 

(environmental condition is mentioned as a potential additional part of the tracking process, 336 
but is explained in more detail within the UN/CEFACT Smart Container Project deliverables28) 337 

• Fixed transport UN Rec 19.7 – refers to installations for continuous transport, such as 338 
pipelines, ropeways and electric power lines 339 

 340 
 341 

 
27 Most cargo movements in the world today are linked to e-commerce and this proportion can be expected to increase going forward. 
28 The Un/CEFACT Smart Container project developed standards and other documents. See project overview. 

https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/cf_forums/2020_October_Geneva/PPTs/8Oct_06-T-L-JVoorspuij-SmartContainer.pdf
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4.2 Context 342 

Tracking and tracing overview 343 
Logistics processing for a product includes a complex set of stakeholders in the middle between seller 344 
and buyer, but it is still one single sales transaction end-to-end that's involved for a specific set of 345 
goods, that moves through this multi-modal supply chain. 346 
 347 
Goods are often consolidated, deconsolidated and may be re-consolidated within larger transport 348 
packaging during their journey. Identifications for these new packaging levels tend to vary greatly. 349 
Goods often pass through many locations from the moment they are ready for sale until the moment 350 
they are delivered to a buyer (potentially halfway around the world). 351 
 352 
Today, the granularity of tracking is primarily focused on the means of transport or transport 353 
equipment as trackable transport assets, in which the traded goods are placed for efficiency and 354 
protection from damage. It is often thought that if we know the location of the trackable transport 355 
asset, we know the location of the traded goods therein; in other words, equating the asset to the 356 
goods. However, this is not a one-to-one relationship, and may vary over time. Goods may be 357 
consolidated, split, deconsolidated or re-combined at waypoints during the transport journey. Thus, 358 
the transport assets and their associated identifiers may come and go during the journey from original 359 
consignor to final consignee, but primary identifiers do not change. The primary identifier used by 360 
different modes of transportation may currently require a different primary identifier during an 361 
intermodal transfer. The main challenge is to ensure that the links (that are currently often missing) 362 
are created and communicated at every stage in the life cycle of the shipment (and associated 363 
consignments). 364 

Due to the lack of communication abilities between different systems, goods can get lost at points of 365 
hand-over once they have transitioned past one system to the next. Not all the data may be registered 366 
within the system of the subsequent handling partner, which leads to a permanent break, regarding 367 
visibility of each product along the supply chain.29 In addition, the cost must be considered, because 368 
tracking gaps and parcel losses lead to unnecessary costs, such as re-scanning, value replacement and 369 
handling costs; sometimes, companies try to overcome these issues, by implementing additional 370 
systems, which should bridge the gap, bringing clarity at handover points. Unclear data transfer and 371 
handover points can lead to track-and-trace gaps and lack of overall supply chain visibility. The 372 
challenge is to create a tracking system, that is beneficial for all parties in the supply chain; therefore, 373 
to implement such, trust among all parties must be developed. Once the crucial step of sharing 374 
relevant data among all parties is achieved, all handling parties within the supply chain would have a 375 
more detailed view into processes; furthermore, it ultimately leads to an improved overall 376 
performance of the supply chain. The aim of data integration in supply chain management is to 377 
accomplish enhanced visibility, which is understood as “the ability to know exactly where things are 378 
at any point in time, or where they have been, and why”.30 379 

This BRS aims to provide an approach and guidance on how stakeholders involved in  
the movement of goods between Seller and Buyer may capture and communicate  

the relevant identifiers in a consistent way to achieve  
seamless tracking and tracing throughout the life cycle of the shipment. 

  380 

 
29 Bolte, N.-O., & Goll, D. C. (2020). Potential analysis of track-and-trace systems in the outbound logistics of a Swedish retailer 
(Dissertation). Retrieved from http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hj:diva-48986 
30 GS1. (2012). GS1 | The Global Language of Business. https://www.gs1.org/docs/annual_report/GS1_Annual_Report_2012.pdf 
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5.0 Business Requirements Elaboration 381 
5.1 Business Requirements List 382 

Identifiers: To provide the missing links between the trade and transport processes, identifiers must 383 
be assigned to the consignments that can be referenced or accessed throughout any of the 384 
movements or locations of the consigned goods. In order to locate the shipments from Seller to Buyer 385 
end-to-end as they are transported to their final destinations, it is currently necessary to link a unique 386 
trade shipment ID with all the various transport consignment IDs. In those cases, end-to-end tracking 387 
through multiple transport modes may not be possible because the stakeholders further down the 388 
supply chain may not receive the trade shipment ID.  389 
 390 
Multi-modal supply chains currently require unique ID’s for: 391 

• The shipment (Master transport ID assigned by Seller) 392 
• The packages within a shipment (transport units) 393 
• The transport contracts, consignment notes (such as CMR, Bill of Lading, Air Waybill, etc.) 394 
• The transport means (such as IMO vessel number) 395 
• The transport equipment ID (such as shipping container/ULD/rail car) 396 
• The movement of the transport means (such as flight number for air-cargo) 397 
• The movement of the goods by a transport means (such as manifest) 398 
• All events and related data for each unique ID can be captured and cross-referenced for that 399 

particular operator and stakeholders of that mode of transport, but can also be related to the 400 
Master Transport ID assigned by the Seller 401 

• Other IDs assigned by a stakeholder that relate to the shipment such as Trade Item ID (product 402 
code), Sales Order ID, etc. 403 

 404 
However, as stated above, during the transportation chain, the consigned goods themselves may be 405 
removed and placed in another means of transport or transport equipment for onward movement. 406 
Their identifiers, if they are unique, make a particular piece of transport equipment, or a means of 407 
transport, a trackable transport asset. 408 

Using 2D barcodes standardized according to Scan4Transport (see Appendix 1), sellers may make this 409 
trade transport ID easily available to handling parties throughout the supply chain. This assumes those 410 
2D barcodes would be visible to those handling parties. However, due to consolidation where the 411 
original transport units as created by the seller are merged into consolidated transport units, the 2D 412 
barcodes on the seller’s transport units are not always visible/scannable. This is an example that 413 
although there may be identifiers present, if the information is not communicated or captured, a 414 
disconnect may still result. 415 
 416 
Standards development bodies have made in-roads to facilitate tracking by offering global data 417 
standard identifiers. The ISO standard 15459 part 6 provides a method to identify the shipment 418 
(Master Transport ID) in a globally unambiguous way. ISO 15459 part 1 provides a method to assign 419 
globally unambiguous Transport Unit IDs to the packages created at source when the seller 420 
despatched the goods independent of any carrier and independent of any shipper. This ISO standard 421 
is well over twenty years old and already in use in many parts of the supply chain and in transportation 422 
as well, but as yet has not been universally adopted. It enables consistent tracking (and tracing) of the 423 
individual transport unit and the shipment associated with it and associated consignments. Wider 424 
adoption of these foundational standards will greatly simplify achieving seamless tracking and tracing 425 
from Seller to Buyer. 426 

This BRS does not specifically address the detailed business relationships between all participants and 427 
their individual requirements for communications; however, it should be noted that the data 428 
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elements, their business context and identification as to which standards organization has defined 429 
these elements are already in the UN/CEFACT MMTRDM. For many of those data elements global data 430 
standard identifiers such as those provided by ISO, GS1, and IMO are already available. 431 

Overall general requirements are: 432 

• To have visibility of the goods at any point in the movement from Seller to Buyer, or from 433 
Buyer to Seller if such goods are returned. 434 

• Utilize existing data elements from the UN/CEFACT MMTRDM in track and trace processes 435 
that can facilitate multi-modal visibility and interoperability.   436 

• Continue to incorporate future data elements in the continuously evolving MMTRDM, with 437 
identification of the related standards body which has adopted such for future use which may 438 
enhance and provide additional efficiency and visibility in logistics and supply chain 439 
processes.  440 

 441 

5.2 Definitions of Business Terms 442 

A list of Definitions of Business Terms can be found in Appendix 1.  443 

 444 

5.3 Business Requirements View 445 

5.3.1 Business Domain View- Business Areas, Process Areas, Business Processes 446 
 447 
Elements of consignments to be considered in detailing the business areas, process areas and business 448 
processes depend on how they are related to the various mode(s) of transport and type of tracking 449 
used.  450 
 451 
Figure 3 below illustrates the complex relationship of transport movement to many diverse functional 452 
areas: 453 

 454 
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Figure 3.  Transport Canonical Data Model; 455 
Traceability and Transparency in the Textile and Leather Sector, Part 1:  456 

High-Level Process and Data Model - Business Requirements Specification (BRS)  457 
 458 

Business process areas are related to the transport phase for the consignments of the trade 459 
contract.  460 

 461 
5.3.2 Business Partner View–Participants and Stakeholders 462 
Any party with a stake in the transport of a consignment of goods through any mode of transport is a 463 
direct stakeholder. Other parties which have need of the results of tracking during transport, or tracing 464 
of the history of the transport are indirect parties.  465 
 466 
Participating parties: There are potentially many parties participating in the cross-border international 467 
supply chain. These parties can be grouped into four main categories as indicated in Figure 4 below: 468 
 469 

Sales order 
contract 

Transport service contract Definition 

Seller Original consignor/original 
shipper 

The party selling goods or services as stipulated in a 
sales order contract. 

   
Buyer Final consignee/ultimate 

consignee 
The party to whom goods are sold or services provided 
as stipulated in a sales order contract. 

 Transport services buyer 
(consignor or consignee) 

The buyer of transport services as stipulated in a 
transport service contract. 

 Transport services provider 
(carrier or freight forwarder) 

The provider i.e., seller of transport services as 
stipulated in a transport service contract. 

 Consignor The party consigning goods as stipulated in a transport 
service contract. Consignor is the party who originates 
a shipment of goods, the sender of a freight shipment, 
usually the seller. 

 Consignee The party receiving a consignment of goods as 
stipulated in a transport service contract. The party to 
whom goods are shipped and delivered. The receiver 
of a freight shipment. 

 Carrier The party which provides transport services. 
 Freight forwarder The party undertaking the forwarding of goods by 

provision of transport, logistics, associated formalities 
services etc. 

 Despatch party The party where goods are collected or taken over by 
the transport services provider. Operational term is 
‘pick-up location’ (or ‘pick-up place’). 

 Delivery party The party to which goods should be delivered by the 
transport services provider. Operational term is 
‘delivery location’ (or ‘place of positioning’). 

Ship from Original despatch party  The party from whom goods will be or have been 
originally shipped. 

Ship to Final delivery party/ultimate 
delivery party 

The party to whom goods will be or have been 
ultimately shipped. 
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Figure 4. Trade/Transport/Customs Party Roles; BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION (BRS) 470 
BUY – SHIP – PAY Reference Data Model (BSP-RDM) Approved: UN/CEFACT Bureau on 13 August 471 
2019 Version: 1.0, p.12 472 

 473 
There are additional Indirect stakeholders who may/may not request status information during 474 
tracking or for tracing: 475 

• Transport equipment owner (may or may not be the same as the Transport Operator) 476 
• Communications equipment owner (may or may not be the same as the Transport Operator) 477 
• Banker  478 
• Insurance Agent 479 
• Regulatory Agency 480 
• Broker 481 

 482 
5.3.3 Business Entity View– Entity States, Lifecycle and Conceptual Model 483 
This section deals with the life cycle of the UN/CEFACT shipment between seller and buyer, (see Figure 484 
5) and how that life cycle links to other UN/CEFACT concepts of Consignment, Transport Units and 485 
others (see figure 6). 486 

In this BRS, the UN/CEFACT shipment is the foundational concept upon which the structures described 487 
in this document are “built". Transport contracts are required to move the goods of the trade contract 488 
from Seller to Buyer. Multiple contracts between parties may be necessary for the goods to reach the 489 
ultimate destination of the buyer. The various transport contracts all relate to the original trade 490 
contract executed between the Seller and the Buyer. 491 

The transport of goods/shipments between seller and buyer runs through several logical steps. The 492 
table below covers shipments that are relatively small and can be transported “packaged” in transport 493 
units of which several may be carried on a single transport means at the same time. The vast majority 494 
of shipments (well over 90% and increasing due to the rapid rise of e-commerce) transported in the 495 
world today fall into this category.  496 

Figure 5 below provides the description of the Shipment Life Cycle, from Seller to Buyer: 497 

Business Step Description Life Cycle State/s 
Create  
Sales/Purchase Order 

Seller and Buyer agree on trade 
transaction e.g., trade items, 
quantities, and pricing. 

Trade transaction booked 

Pick and Pack 
Trade Items31 

Put trade items in transport units 
readying them for transportation. 

Shipment created. 
Transport units created. 

Load32 Shipment Load transport units onto transport 
means of first Logistic Service Provider 
at identified Place. 

Shipment despatched and  
first Consignment created. 
Shipment and Consignment 
“In Transit”  

Unload Consignment at 
LSP hub33 

Unload the transport units from the 
transport means at identified Place 

Shipment and Consignment 
“In Situ” in identified Place 

Consolidate Shipments 
/ Consignments 

Combine transport units from multiple 
shipments/ consignments for next 

Shipments / Consignments 
consolidated. 

 
31 Multiple trade transactions may be combined in a single shipment. 
32 This is also often called “Despatch” 
33 A hub is any transport & logistics network node where trade/transport units are stored as part of their seller to buyer journey. 
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Business Step Description Life Cycle State/s 
transport movement. New transport 
units may be created in the process. 

Transport units created (if 
applicable). 

Load consolidated 
consignment for next 
transport movement 

Load transport units onto transport 
means of next Logistic Service Provider 
at identified Place. 

Consignment loaded. 
Shipment and Consignment 
“In Transit” 

Unload Consignment at 
next hub 

Unload the transport units from the 
transport means at identified Place 

Shipment and Consignment 
“In Situ” in identified Place 

De-consolidate 
Consignment. 

Split out transport units for the 
combined multiple shipments / 
consignments from the consolidated 
transport units for next transport 
movement.  

Shipment / Consignment  
de-consolidated. 
Transport units “In Situ” in 
identified Place 

Create Consignment/s 
for next transport 
movement 

Create new Consignments to manage 
next transport movements for de-
consolidated 
shipments/consignments. New 
transport units may be created in the 
process. 

Consignment/s created. 
Transport units created 
(if applicable). 
“In Situ” in identified Place 

Load consignment for 
next transport 
movement 

Load transport units onto transport 
means of next Logistic Service Provider 
at identified Place. 

Consignment loaded. 
Shipment and Consignment 
“In Transit” 

Unload Consignment / 
Shipment at Buyer’s 
Place 

Unload the transport units from the 
transport means 

Shipment and Consignment 
“Delivered” 

 498 

Key to shading in Figure 5. 499 

Rows with light green background indicate consolidation steps in the journey may be repeated. 
Rows with light blue background indicate de-consolidation steps in the journey may be repeated. 

 500 

Figure 5.  Description of the Shipment Life Cycle, from Seller to Buyer. 501 

Both light green and light blue rows are optional steps in the process, e.g., a shipment may be 502 
transported directly from the Seller to the buyer on a single transport means and a single transport 503 
movement. 504 

This BRS makes the point that we need to link the various identifiers used throughout the life cycle of 505 
the UN/CEFACT shipment (from Seller to Buyer) as part of the various activities (business steps) that 506 
are executed by different parties during the life cycle of those shipments. 507 

Figure 6 below provides an overview for shipments transported as unitised cargo (i.e., packaged in 508 
boxes, on pallets, in intermodal containers, etc.) 509 
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Business Step Identifiers linked/created 
Create  
Sales/Purchase Order 

Create Sales Order ID / Purchase Order ID / Shipment ID 

Pick and Pack 
Trade Items 

Link Shipment ID to Trade Item IDs / Logistic Unit IDs / Transport Unit IDs 

Load Shipment Link Transport Unit IDs / Consignment IDs / Transport Means ID 
Unload Consignment at 
LSP hub 

Unlink Transport Means ID from Consignment IDs / Transport Unit IDs. 
Link Transport Unit IDs to Location ID (for the hub). 

Consolidate Shipments / 
Consignments 

Link Transport Unit IDs to Transport Equipment ID and the consolidated 
Consignment IDs. NOTE: Transport Equipment IDs are also linked with the 
pertinent consignment IDs 

Load consolidated 
consignment for next 
transport movement 

Link Transport Equipment ID to Transport Means ID  
NOTE: Knowing where the transport means is implies knowing where the 
trade items are. 
Unlink the Location ID (for the hub) from the Transport Unit IDs 

Unload Consignment at 
next hub 

Unlink Transport Means ID from Consignment IDs / Transport Unit IDs 

De-consolidate 
Consignment. 

Unlink Transport Unit IDs from larger Consignment IDs. 

Create Consignment/s 
for next transport 
movement 

Link Transport Unit IDs to Consignment IDs. 

Load consignment for 
next transport 
movement 

Link Transport Unit IDs / Consignment IDs / Transport Means ID 

Unload Consignment / 
Shipment at Buyer’s 
Place 

Unlink Transport Means ID from Consignment IDs / Transport Unit IDs. 
Link Transport Unit IDs to Location ID (for the buyer). 
 

Confirmation of 
Delivery 

The above unloading event may be used as Confirmation of Delivery. 
However, in most cases, the confirmation of delivery will be exchanged 
among stakeholders as explicit event.  
In those cases, confirmation of delivery will also include the shipment ID. 
And may include Trade Item IDs as well. 

 510 
Figure 6.  Linking global data identifiers at shipment life cycle stages / business steps. 511 

Figure 6 above represents (one of) the most common scenarios for shipments involving packaged 512 
Trade Items. As indicated in the 8-step approach for implementing EPCIS (see Appendix 3), 513 
stakeholders involved in a specific transport and logistics network should identify which of the above 514 
steps in the above life cycle and scenario apply for them. They may also need to repeat some of the 515 
business steps in their specific context.  516 

However, using these business steps as building blocks, it should be feasible in nearly all Transport 517 
and Logistics networks to “map out” the specific context using these building blocks (only). 518 

Appendix 4 provides more detail regarding each of these logical steps and the identifiers that may be 519 
used and linked in each of these steps to ensure all stakeholders involved find the tracking and tracing 520 
information they need to support their business processes. 521 

The identifiers and especially the links created among these identifiers in the relevant business 522 
steps that will be accessible via a commonly used ecosystem will enable all stakeholders involved 523 

to always find and access the information associated with any of these related identifiers. 524 
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Figures 5 and 6 above (when “tailored” to the specific context) provide the sufficiently detailed 525 
common basis for the stakeholders involved to map/translate the required information capture and 526 
information exchanges in standardised ecosystems such as EPCIS and/or Linked Data that may be 527 
implemented alongside more traditional EDI information exchanges.  528 

 529 

 530 

5.4 Business Choreography View 531 

5.4.1 Business Transaction View-Transactions and Authorised Roles        532 
The seller-to-buyer shipment approach has been modelled for multi-modal transportation by 533 
UN/CEFACT in the Buy-Ship-Pay (BSP) and Multi-Modal Transport (MMT) Reference Data Model. 534 
 535 
We are now in a transition from older standards adopted by individual transport modes to the current 536 
efforts conducted by multiple international standards organizations to identify a normalized method 537 
of identification of required data that will be applicable to any seller-to-buyer shipment, regardless of 538 
the transport mode. Any authorized stakeholder to the transaction should be able to access the same 539 
data in near-real time in order to facilitate multi-modal transport and interoperability in the exchange 540 
of data across varying modes of transport platforms.  541 
 542 
Business choreographies tend to be quite similar even though terminology for business steps, 543 
documents, objects and entities may be different across the modes of transport and also sometimes 544 
across sectors dealing with specific types of goods/trade items. The fact that the choreographies are 545 
similar is a key enabler for connecting the choreographies that currently exist only in specific modes 546 
or industry sectors. This BRS provides the starting points for seamlessly connecting these “siloed” 547 
choreographies in the main text as well as in the appendices (e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) to establish the 548 
Cross Industry Track & Trace between Seller and Buyer that the beneficial cargo owners and other 549 
stakeholders need. 550 
 551 
 552 
5.4.2 Business Collaboration View-Linked Transactions 553 
The Data Pipeline concept has been defined and clarified by UN/CEFACT and provides normalized 554 
waypoints for any mode of transport of a consignment during its journey. (See Appendix 2 in this BRS 555 
document). The UN/CEFACT PDES (Pipeline Data Exchange Standards) currently focus on the transport 556 
aspect, but to a large extent do not address the trade transaction that drives the need for 557 
transportation in the first place.  558 

The UN/CEFACT PDES do provide for and emphasize the importance of the timing of obtaining the 559 
movement information related to the consignments (transport contracts) that are executed within 560 
the context of the trade contract from Seller to Buyer.  561 

This current Track and Trace project follows in-step with the UN/CEFACT PDES Business 562 
Requirements data elements already identified within the UN/CEFACT MMTRDM.  563 

This BRS aims to extend the Data Pipeline concept to also cover the trade transaction aspects that 564 
are required to know where trade items (goods) are located at any point in time. 565 

Please note that the UN/CEFACT PDES look at the life cycle of a single UN/CEFACT Consignment (even 566 
when that consignment is transported over multiple modes of transport). This Track & Trace BRS is 567 
focussed on the life cycle of the UN/CEFACT Shipment, which may be transported in multiple different 568 
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UN/CEFACT Consignments (as outlined in 5.3.3.). We call this extended concept “Shipment Data 569 
Pipeline” in this BRS to clearly distinguish it from the original Data Pipeline described in the PDES BRS. 570 

 571 

5.4.3 Business Realization View-Business Partner Types and Authorized Roles 572 
Transport contracts are required to move the goods of the trade contract from Seller to Buyer. 573 
Multiple contracts between parties may be necessary for the goods to reach the ultimate destination 574 
of the buyer.  The various transport contracts all relate to the original trade contract executed 575 
between the Seller and the Buyer.  576 

Below are examples of transport contracts that could be generated as a result of the trade contract: 577 

• Producer to Manufacturer 578 
• Manufacturer to Buyer 579 
• Manufacturer to Logistics Services Provider/Forwarder 580 
• Logistics Services Provider/Forwarder to Carrier 581 
• Carrier to Buyer (directly)  582 
• Carrier to Carrier (intermodal case) 583 
• Carrier to Logistics Services Provider/Forwarder 584 
• Logistics Services Provider/Forwarder to Buyer 585 

 586 
5.4.4 Business Realization View-Cooperation and Coordination between international standards bodies 587 
to enable interoperability 588 
 589 
We are beginning to see standards and technology approaching one another to a point of closing the 590 
disconnect between trade identification and its transport identification – we are becoming aware that 591 
digitalization is disruptive but is becoming more universally accepted and will allow us to solve many 592 
of the legacy problems of the 400-year-old trade system.  593 
 594 
Depending on the mode of transport, there are currently many standards in place to accommodate 595 
the interchange of information concerning movement of the goods. There are many international 596 
organizations which have provided unique standards and IDs for use in consignment transport 597 
including IATA, GS1, FIATA, DSCA, IRU, WCO, WTO, ISO, BIC and IPSCA. This is by no means an 598 
exhaustive list. However, data standards adopted by such organizations are already consolidated 599 
within the UN/CEFACT MMTDRM. As new standards are adopted and accepted, they can also be 600 
added to this global master database. 601 
 602 
Traceable assets are key to identifying the movement of consignments, thus allowing the trade items 603 
to be located at any anticipated waypoint during the transportation chain. Each active stakeholder 604 
from every stage and mode in the chain can contribute to building the trace and visibility of the supply 605 
chain.  Linkage of a trade shipment ID to the assets used during transport (consignment, means, 606 
equipment) is what closes the trade-transport gap. Events such as those used in the UN/CEFACT PDES 607 
project or those described by EPCIS as aggregation/disaggregation events are the waypoints and 608 
checkpoints where the anticipated timing and location of the consigned goods are either confirmed 609 
or realized and enable tracking and correction, if required.  610 

UNCEFACT adopted the model of EPCIS, originally invented by GS1 (see Appendix 3), now accepted as 611 
well as an ISO standard, for textile transport. But it is a quite complex standard; therefore, UN/CEFACT 612 
used the concept behind the standard and profiled the standard to the needs of the textile industry. 613 
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The coordination between these standards-creating bodies has further enabled the usage of these 614 
principles in the process of trace and trace. These standards are now also being used in combination 615 
with blockchain. The essence of this work is supply chain visibility using unique identifiers and, for 616 
tracking the goods during transport in any mode.  617 

When different modes of transport use the same standards, such as GS1 or UN/CEFACT, then they can 618 
exchange the data as they use the same type of event semantics and type of identifiers. Not all 619 
international organizations have as yet adopted the full set of GS1 identification standards, however.  620 

WCO investigated the possibility of using a Universal Consignment Reference Number (UCR) more 621 
than 10 years ago, which was not universally adopted. Although Customs organizations in individual 622 
Member States have started to adopt the GTIN (Global Trade Item Number) as part of their cross-623 
border processes, this practice is not yet widely adopted by WCO Member States. 624 

There is work currently being done by the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol (CBP)34 to consider open 625 
standards for Customs reporting, using verified credentials and decentralized identifiers for the 626 
consignment and its movement, in other words, using whichever open (not proprietary) standard is 627 
available, as long as the type of standard is identified. 628 

The UN/CEFACT EDATA Management Domain group produced a draft White Paper entitled 629 
VERIFIABLE CREDENTIALS FOR CROSS BORDER TRADE.35 This paper recommends standards guidelines 630 
regarding verifiable credentials. The approach may be one piece of the solution to future Track and 631 
Trace interoperability. “This paper describes a highly scalable operating model for digitalization and 632 
trust of cross border trade based on verifiable credentials, linked data, and decentralized identifiers. 633 
It provides national regulators with implementation guidance that will facilitate the following 634 
outcomes. 635 

● Full and rapid digitalization of all exports without any dependency on trading partner 636 
readiness. This is because the framework supports the seamless blend of human readable and 637 
digital data so that exporting nations can go 100% digital whilst their trading partner nations 638 
can adopt digital processes at their own pace.  639 

● Traceability through the supply chain.  By linking the export document and product labels to 640 
digital evidence created earlier in the supply chain, a linked data graph of verifiable documents 641 
is created. Importers & consumers can follow the links to verify that what is stated on the 642 
product label is true. Importing regulators can independently and digitally verify that their 643 
compliance criteria are met.   644 

● Automated compliance and risk. As exports are increasingly digitised, so importing regulators 645 
can leverage the digital chain of trust to automate compliance assessments. This will reduce 646 
border costs for goods with strong digital credentials and improve risk targeting because 647 
border authorities can focus their efforts on imports with lower or unknown trust.  Similarly, 648 
banks can automate their risk assessments and consequently lower the costs of trade finance, 649 
allowing small exporters to compete on more equal terms with their larger competitors.” 650 

 651 
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the adoption of digital technologies by businesses around the 652 
world, but significant barriers continue to prevent the full digitalization of trade-related processes.36  653 

 
34 UNCITRAL webinar, Current Work on a New International Instrument on Multimodal Transport Documents, José Angelo Estrella Faria, 
which included the U.S. Department of Homeland Security presentation on CBP Blockchain Initiatives, June 23, 2021 
35 UN/CEFACT, EDATA Management Domain, Draft White Paper: VERIFIABLE CREDENTIALS FOR CROSS BORDER TRADE, December 2021.  
36 Ibid. 
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2022 has been an extraordinary year in terms of landmark reports and strategies to address global 654 
supply chain digitalization. Recent reports, including a joint report by the World Trade Organisation 655 
(WTO) and the World Economic Forum, The Promise of Tradetech - Policy Approaches to Harness Trade 656 
Digitalization and a WTO/ International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) publication, Standards Toolkit 657 
for Cross-border Paperless Trade are especially important resources.37 658 

The Joint WTO/WEF joint paper identified in the previous paragraph, has stated that, “The COVID-19 659 
pandemic has shown that digital trade and commerce has become a staple for survival for small and 660 
medium-sized enterprises all over the world, while the application of autonomous technologies – from 661 
robotics to artificial intelligence – have contributed to the operation of ports and warehouses with 662 
minimal staffing during lockdowns. According to a World Economic Forum business survey, the 663 
adoption of TradeTech – the set of technologies that enables global trade to become more efficient, 664 
inclusive and sustainable – has helped to ease supply chain bottlenecks across different industries. For 665 
parties to seamlessly exchange electronic data and documents in a digital environment, all 666 
information needs to be clearly defined and unambiguous. Reaching agreement on both the semantic 667 
content (i.e. data definitions) and the syntax of data (i.e. data structure or format) is critical to ensure 668 
trading partners wanting to exchange information all understand the information in the same way. It 669 
is critical to ensure interoperability between platforms as well. Various platforms being developed, be 670 
they private-sector-driven in areas such as trade finance, transportation or national single windows 671 
(NSWs), follow their own rules and still often operate in isolation. Building bridges between the various 672 
platforms or developing common cross-sectoral or cross-jurisdictional approaches is needed to enable 673 
global flows of electronic data and documents. Governments could leverage trade agreements to 674 
promote the use of existing semantic libraries, support the development and interoperability of data 675 
models for trade documents, and encourage interoperability of single windows. Both the United 676 
Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) and the World Customs 677 
Organization (WCO) have developed semantic libraries (“what means what”). Priority now needs to 678 
focus on promoting a much wider use of these existing semantic libraries to reach a critical mass of 679 
users.38 This Joint WTO/WEF document is focused on Trade documents, however, the transportation 680 
of the goods of trade is an important part of this discussion and the focus of this UN/CEFACT BRS.  681 
 682 
The International Chamber of Commerce also published a Standards Toolkit for Cross-Border 683 
Paperless Trade in 2022.39 This is a joint publication by the ICC Digital Standards Initiative and the 684 
World Trade Organization.  The ICC Digital Standards Initiative (DSI) was developed to embed the 685 
seamless digitalization of processes throughout the global trading system. This project was supported 686 
by the Asian Development Bank and the Singapore Government to help solve for the key barriers 687 
hindering trade digitalization. The publication lists many relevant trade organizations and provides 688 
references and description of the areas of specialization and standards they have adopted. 689 
 690 
In current and future tracking and tracing, we cannot be interested only in the physical goods, but also 691 
it is necessary to consider the conformity criteria of the goods for security purposes and sustainable 692 
development goals.  In February, 2022, several organizations in Australia published their views in 693 
Digitalisation of Conformance and Accreditation Processes, based on ISO Global Data standards.40 In 694 
the paper, they stated, “The rapid transition of global supply chains to data-driven, digital systems is 695 
placing new and increasing pressures on product conformity systems, their relevance, and the ability 696 
to deliver benefit through international trade income growth and the economic wellbeing of people. 697 
There is a growing gap between digital product traceability and the traceability of associated product 698 
conformity and credentialing information. Efforts to simplify trade systems require that the national 699 

 
37 Brett Hyland, NATA, Round Table Communique, 13 May, 2022  
38 WTO and WEF, The Promise of Tradetech - Policy Approaches to Harness Trade Digitalization, 12 April, 2022 
39 Ganne, Emmanuelle (WTO) and Nguyen, Hannah (ICCDSI), ICC and WTO Standards Toolkit for Cross-border Paperless Trade - ICC - 
International Chamber of Commerce, 2022 
40 NATA, JAS-ANZ, and GS1 Australia, Digitalisation of Conformance and Accreditation Processes based on ISO Global Data Standards, Feb. 
2022. 

https://iccwbo.org/publication/standards-toolkit-for-cross-border-paperless-trade
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product conformity infrastructure and supporting systems are responsive and of high integrity – 700 
enabling rapid verification of credentials and detection of fraudulent or erroneous claims.” 701 

Further to this effort, NATA, JAS-ANZ and GS1 Australia published a draft paper41, that discusses an 702 
optional framework that can be adopted by Governments, that utilizes multiple international 703 
standards. As stated in this paper, “The common factor among these challenges is the absence of a 704 
standardized framework for the digitalization of conformance and accreditation processes – including 705 
the necessary information architecture and common language to identify, capture and share data of 706 
relevance to national product conformance.  707 

This paper puts forward a broad framework (‘the framework’), a general structure aligned with global 708 
data standards that can accommodate different supporting technologies (for example, blockchain, 709 
non-fungible tokens or verifiable credentials).  710 

The objective of the proposed framework is simply to move to an approach based on global data 711 
standards to deliver international alignment, harmonization, and interoperability, that leverages the 712 
existing data standards used by industry for product traceability.  713 

The framework provides an industry pathway to potential future states, including open attestation 714 
systems that are less reliant on central registries. In doing so, credential holders could have greater 715 
control over information disclosures than is currently possible.  716 

Data exchange standardization for conformance and accreditation processes will assist in closing the 717 
gap between physical product and product conformity data flow. It will help align conformity 718 
infrastructures everywhere with evolving supply chain traceability systems.” This paper puts forth a 719 
similar approach that is now being recommended by UN/CEFACT in this BRS for Track and Trace.  720 

The main question to answer for Tracking and Tracing from Seller to Buyer is  721 
“How do we enable the Trade Parties to have visibility across all the transport movements, 722 

 unless the primary identification in the Trade Contract is also carried  723 
throughout the related transportation (sub-)contracts?” 724 

 725 
It is envisioned for future operational and systems interoperability and communications between 726 
seller and buyer, that a combination of such standards will be needed to close the communications 727 
gap regarding movement of the trade contract items. A key requirement to be able to close this 728 
disconnect will be the adoption of commonly used global data standard identifiers for objects and 729 
entities and linking those identifiers unambiguously in a commonly used environment for the 730 
exchange of track and trace information. 731 
 732 

At present, the requirements needed and means to closing the trade-transport gap are already 733 
recognized and the data elements and business context required in communications needed for 734 

multi-modal or intermodal transport are already included in the UN/CEFACT MMTRDM. 735 
All identifiers required for this purpose are also readily available from 736 

well-established standardization organizations. 737 
This also applies to the means to exchange the relevant track and trace event information. 738 

Documents published by UNECE, the parent body of UNCEFACT can be found online, as in Figure 7 739 
below: 740 

 
41 NATA, JAS-ANZ, and GS1 Australia, Draft Paper: Credentials, Claims and Credentials Exchange for Enhanced Digital Product Conformity, 
March 2022. 
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 741 

Figure 7. UNECE/UN/CEFACT Standards Documents Availability on-line 742 

Also, see Appendix 4 in this BRS document, Coordination between UN/CEFACT and Other Industry 743 
Standards Organizations. 744 

 745 

In light of the above, UN/CEFACT recommends the following:  746 

• All public and private sector supply chain actors should prioritize codified data instead of textual 747 
inputs, and reference whenever possible freely available code lists like those maintained by 748 
UN/CEFACT.  749 

• All public and private sector supply chain actors should carefully consider the semantic meaning 750 
of data when establishing electronic data exchange, taking into consideration the guidelines 751 
accompanying this recommendation and keep transparent record of these. 752 

• All electronic business dematerialization efforts of data should be harmonized in a wholistic 753 
approach of the international supply chain. 754 

• All public and private sector supply chain actors should consider using UN/CEFACT semantic 755 
standards either as the base of their electronic exchanges, as a reference in the message 756 
structures or as a mapping to facilitate interoperability.  757 

• Should any semantic needs or code lists not be defined within UN/CEFACT, the stakeholders 758 
which identified this lack are encouraged to bring these as a project within UN/CEFACT to fully 759 
cover any potential semantic needs or code lists useful to international trade. 760 

UN/CEFACT standards are about semantics, not about the particular technological implementation to 761 
be used. It is the singular global standards organization that develops its standards in Buy-Ship-Pay 762 
and the related MMTRDM to be applicable regardless of mode of transport and includes the standards 763 

UN/CEFACT - Where to find documents
h�p://www.unece.org/uncefact/�recs.html
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of other international standards organizations within its databases. Thus, it provides the basis for 764 
communications to facilitate intermodal systems interoperability.  765 

The experts working on this BRS also highly recommend the following to facilitate collaboration and 766 
interoperability among stakeholders in supply chains: 767 

• Use global data standard identifiers for objects and entities, if available. 768 
• Use global data exchange means that enable “connect once, communicate with many” 769 

where feasible.  770 

 771 

A series of Appendices in this document are found below. These provide more detailed business 772 
context and technical reference information for track and trace. It will be necessary to coordinate the 773 
utilization of already existing international standards developed by UN/CEFACT with those of other 774 
international standards organizations in order to achieve the goal of multi-modal transport 775 
operational and systems interoperability for the future.  776 

 777 

  778 
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Figure 33. Bulk Transport Flow of Goods for Dry Bulk 
 
Figure 34. Bulk Transport Flow of Goods for Break-Bulk 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Definitions of Business Terms: 

• Cargo are goods carried on a transport means, such as a vessel, aircraft, or motor vehicle (such 
as a truck, train). 

• Consignment is a separately identifiable collection of consignment items to be transported or 
available to be transported from one consignor to one consignee in a supply chain via one or 
more modes of transport.  

• Goods are any collection of traded (physical) items involved in a sales contract that are 
collected together to form shipment(s) also known as trade deliveries.  

• Intermodal Tracking is a process that facilitates tracking when multi-modes of transport are 
used for a single trade contract of goods transported from seller to buyer, but a separate 

contract is required for each mode of transport used in the journey.  
• Logistics Services Buyer (LSB) is any entity, which uses (buys) logistics services provided by 

logistics services providers (LSP) under the terms of a transport contract. 
• Logistics service provider (LSP) is any entity, which provides logistics services to a logistics 

services buyer (LSB) under the terms of a transport contract. 
• Multi-modal tracking is a methodology that accommodates tracking on multiple modes of 

transport using a single transport contract. One carrier takes sole responsibility and ensures 
door-to-door delivery is completed, even if other carriers are used in the journey. 

• Location of goods is the physical location of the consigned goods in whichever transport 
equipment or transport means they are at a moment in time during transportation, such as 
in-flight/in-warehouse. This is particularly important when the shipment may have been 
separated into different transport equipment or on different transport means for efficiency 
of transport movements.   

• Reusable Transport Items (RTIs) are all means to assemble goods for transportation, storage, 
handling and product protection in the supply chain, which are returned for further use, e.g. 
pallets, reusable crates, trays, boxes, roll pallets, barrels, trolleys, pallet collars, lids etc., (IC-
RTI, 2003). 

• Shipment is an identifiable collection of one or more traded (physical) items (available to be) 
transported together from the seller (original consignor) to the buyer (final/ultimate 
consignee). Also known as a trade delivery. A shipment is related to a sales contract of physical 
goods. In the transport domain, one or more (trade) shipments can be part of a consignment.  

• Tracing is the function of retrieving information concerning traded goods, goods items, 
consignments, transport means or transport equipment. In the context of this paper, it is the 
monitoring of the history of the transportation of traded goods from seller (original consignor) 
to buyer (final consignee). 

• Trackable transport asset is an identifiable transport means / transport equipment / transport 
unit in which goods have been placed. Any trackable transport asset has a unique identifier.  

• Tracking is the monitoring of the present location and status of the goods while in transit. 
• Transport equipment is a piece of equipment used to hold, protect or secure cargo for 

logistics purposes, e.g. intermodal containers, unit load devices, rail wagons, trolleys and roll-
cages. 

• Transport means is the powered device used to convey people, cargo, animals or other 
objects from place to place. 

• Transport operator is a company, which provides any transport means to move cargo.  
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• Transport unit is a unit intended for transportation comprising one or more traded items or 
shipments, wrapped or unwrapped. 

• Unique identifier is a unique, non-significant number or code.  
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Pipeline Data Exchange Standards (PDES), further detail: 

 

The Data Pipeline concept has been defined and clarified by UN/CEFACT and provides normalized 
waypoints for any mode of transport of a consignment during its journey.  Below are Key Waypoints 
for the Data Pipeline. Depending where one is currently within the transport chain, there are certain 
types of actors who facilitate the process of operational movement and require information regarding 
the consignment.  

The users of the information at each waypoint can be varied depending on their business needs of the 
data. Furthermore, the various input and output waypoints may vary depending on the needs of the 
business partners and the mode of transport.  

Figure 8 below shows Key Waypoints for the current Data Pipeline concept as it relates to the 
UN/CEFACT consignment. 

 

Figure 8. Key Waypoints for a multimodal transport, DATA PIPELINE CARRIER PIPELINE DATA 
EXCHANGE STRUCTURE (PDES, Business Requirement Specification (BRS) 

The top half of Figure 8 (and details listed under Waypoint 1) reiterates that the entire transportation 
process starts with a trade transaction between a seller and a buyer of goods (trade items). These 
trade items are then prepared for transportation (becoming a shipment in UN/CEFACT terms) and this 
shipment awaits collection to start on its journey to the buyer’s choice of destination. 

NOTE: Within the context of the Shipment Data Pipeline the word “container” in the figure above is 
to be understood as any transport unit containing goods involved in the shipment (trade transaction). 

The transportation of a shipment typically progresses through three stages: 

1. Pre-carriage. 
Transport movements to move goods from seller’s place to a logistic services hub that is the 
starting point for the main (long-haul) carriage of the goods. 

     

Waypoint 1
Par�es
• Buyer
• Seller
• Loading Party
• Ship To
Goods
• No Packages
• Country of Origin
• HS Code
• Value of Goods
• Descrip�on of Goods
Container Details
• Container and Seal No

Waypoint 2
Par�es
• Carrier
• Planned Delivery
Goods
• Country of Export
• Country of Des�na�on
References
• Master Bill Number

Waypoint 3
Rou�ng
• Port Call(s)
• Port of Entry to EU / UK
• Es�mated Arrival Date
• Arrival Loca�on

Waypoint 4
Par�es
• Actual Delivery Date
Goods
• No Packages
• Declared Amounts (if 

different)
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2. Main carriage. 
Transport movements that cover most of the distance travelled for the goods transported 
between seller and buyer. 

3. Onward carriage. 
Transport movements to move goods from a logistic services hub that is the end point for 
the main (long-haul) carriage of the goods to the buyer’s destination. 

As indicated above, the journey from seller to buyer may consist of a single direct transport 
movement from seller’s place to buyer’s place. Below, we will focus on transportation that involves 
the three stages above. With the addition of the above concepts related to UN/CEFACT shipments 
we may depict the Shipment Data Pipeline as in Figure 9 below. 

 

Figure 9. Shipment Data Pipeline, Key Waypoints for a multimodal Shipment from Seller (collection) 
to Buyer (delivery) 

There may be multiple transport movements as well as multiple LSP and transport contracts involved 
in each of the three stages. Any mode of transport may be applicable in any of the three stages. Figure 
9 depicts maritime mode merely as an example42. 

The users of the information at each waypoint may vary depending on their business needs of the 
data. Furthermore, the various input and output waypoints may vary depending on the needs of the 
business partners and the mode of transport. The Shipment Data Pipeline figure illustrates most of 
the common actors, objects, entities, data-elements, and identifiers involved in the transport 
processes that are the main focus of this BRS. 

This BRS and the appendices will add guidance on how the seller and the buyer may provide valuable 
additional input into the Shipment Data Pipeline and also how this extended Data Pipeline may 
provide valuable additional (track and trace) information to the seller and buyer (who are the 
beneficial cargo owners). 

Key Shipment Pipeline Data business and business requirements for timely reporting are identified in 
Figure 10 below. 

 
42 Maritime transportation covers over two thirds of all transportation on any mode of transport over any distance anywhere in the world 
measured in tonne-kilometres (International Transport Forum report). 
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Way 
point Business Requirement Statement Business Transaction 

Name 

1 

The point that the goods (Shipment) are physically loaded into a container, a 
unit load device (ULD) or into the packaging for transport.  
The Consignor or Transport Service Provider should have all information 
concerning the commercial aspects of the goods and the scheduled transport.  

Shipment creation. 
Start pre-carriage. 

2 

The point at which the goods have departed from the logistic services hub 
where main carriage starts, confirming the main carriage transportation has 
started. The Transport Service Provider should have all information concerning 
the actual transportation. 
This information can be transmitted to the Seller, Consignee or Buyer (as well 
as to Regulatory Agencies in the country of arrival, if applicable) so they may 
prepare for the arrival of the goods. 

Start main carriage. 

3 

The point at which the goods have arrived at the logistic services hub where 
main carriage completes, confirming the main carriage transportation has 
completed. The Transport Service Provider should have all information 
concerning the actual transportation.  
This information can be transmitted to the Seller, Consignee or Buyer so they 
may prepare and execute onward carriage of the goods. 
If applicable, this is also the point at which the required customs declaration 
for the arrival of the goods generally takes place. 
The declaration information may be transmitted directly to the relevant 
Regulatory Agency or alternatively to the declarant who uses the information 
for these regulatory procedures.  

Complete main 
carriage transport 

4 

Goods have completed main carriage and are now ready to be transported to 
the final recipient (Buyer). There are no more physical or administrative 
obstacles to starting transportation to complete the shipment delivery 
process. 

Start onward 
carriage. 

5 
The point at which the shipment is delivered to the Buyer. 
The information can be transmitted to the Transport Service Provider or the 
Seller. 

Delivery of Shipment 

Figure 10. Key Shipment life cycle stages; 
 extended from DATA PIPELINE CARRIER PIPELINE DATA EXCHANGE STRUCTURE (PDES, Business 

Requirement Specification (BRS) 

Figure 11 below (building on the Data Pipeline concept) provides an overview of key data sources to 
enable an effective Data Pipeline for the exchange of information among stakeholders involved in the 
journey of goods / shipments from seller to buyer. It merges the life cycle for the shipment outlined 
in this BRS, section 5.3.3. with the UN/CEFACT Data Pipeline standard.  

Data Source  Data Provider Data Consumer/s 
Sell/Buy transaction Seller / Buyer  
Shipment information e.g., 
transport unit data. 

Seller’s warehouse 
management system 

All stakeholders 

Shipment booking information Seller’s transport management 
system 

First Transport Service 
Provider 

Transport Contract for 
shipment (first Consignment) 

Seller’s transport management 
system 

First Transport Service 
Provider 
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Shipment loaded for transport First Transport Service 
Provider 

Buyer 

Shipment arrived next hub Transport Service Provider Seller 
Shipment consolidated into 
new consignment (transport 
contract) 

Transport Service Provider Seller 

Consolidated Consignment 
departed from hub 

Transport Service Provider Seller 

Consolidated Consignment 
arrived at next hub  

Transport Service Provider Seller 

Export clearance achieved Export Declarant Seller, Buyer, Transport 
Service Provider (if not the 
Declarant) 

Goods/Shipment started main 
carriage 

Transport Service Provider Seller, Buyer, Import Declarant 
(if applicable) 

Transhipment or transit info Transport Service Provider  
Transfer between transport 
means (e.g., vessel to vessel or 
road vehicle to road vehicle)  

Transport Service Provider  

Main carriage Completed Transport Service Provider Seller, Buyer, Import Declarant 
(if applicable)  

Import clearance achieved Import Declarant Seller, Buyer, Transport 
Service Provider (if not the 
Declarant) 

Consolidated consignment split 
for next transport movement 

Transport Service Provider Seller 

Onward carriage started Transport Service Provider Seller, Buyer 
De-consolidated Consignment 
departed from hub  

Transport Service Provider Seller, Buyer 

De-consolidated Consignment 
arrived at next hub  

Transport Service Provider Seller 

Shipment/Goods delivered    

Key to Figure 11 

Business steps with light blue background may not be applicable. However, they may also occur several times in the shipments 
journey. 
Business steps with sand color background may not be applicable. 

Figure 11. Shipment Data Pipeline Data Sources, Data Providers, and Data Consumers; extended 
from DATA PIPELINE CARRIER PIPELINE DATA EXCHANGE STRUCTURE (PDES, Business Requirement 

Specification (BRS) 

 

NOTE 1: There may be several different Transport Service Providers in the above shipment journey. 
Figure 11 uses “Transport Service Provider” as generic reference to any of them. 

 
NOTE 2: Transport units of any size or shape may be equipped with smart sensors, which may be 
connected to the Internet. These so-called IoT (Internet of Things) devices may provide alerts in case 
criteria are met. Criteria may include “door/unit opened”, temperature limit exceeded, or “shock” 
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detected. More information on this is available in the BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION (BRS) 
- Smart Containers.  Approved: UN/CEFACT Bureau on 30 September 2019 Version: 1.0 43. 
 
The relationship of source of the data elements to the waypoints and possible business transactions 
required is illustrated in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. PDES example of potential Business Transaction Activity Diagram;   
DATA PIPELINE CARRIER PIPELINE DATA EXCHANGE STRUCTURE (PDES, Business Requirement 

Specification (BRS)

 
43 BRS available for download at: https://unece.org/DAM/cefact/brs/BRS-SmartContainer_v1.0.pdf  

https://unece.org/DAM/cefact/brs/BRS-SmartContainer_v1.0.pdf
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Further elaboration identifying the users involved and their relationship to the business transactions 
is illustrated by Figure 13.  

Figure 13. PDES example of Business Collaboration Activity Diagram; DATA PIPELINE CARRIER 
PIPELINE DATA EXCHANGE STRUCTURE (PDES, Business Requirement Specification (BRS) 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

The GS1 system of standards and EPCIS, further detail:  

Standards development bodies have made in-roads to address tracking. ISO standard 15459-1 provides a 
method to assign globally unambiguous Transport Unit IDs to the packages created at source when the 
seller despatched the goods independent of any carrier and independent of any shipper. This standard is 
well over twenty years old and already in use in many parts of the supply chain and in transportation as 
well, but as yet has not been universally adopted. It enables consistent tracking and tracing of the 
individual transport unit and the shipment associated with it and associated consignments. Similarly, the 
ISO standard 15459-6 provides a method to identify the shipment (Master Transport ID) in a globally 
unambiguous way. The European Commission Customs Guidelines for compliance with the new EU VAT 
Ecommerce regulations also reference this approach. Numerous supply chains have implemented this 
approach quite successfully. In many cases, it meets the requirements of both cargo owners and 
authorities. However, the approach does not meet all business or regulatory requirements in all cases. 

Ratification of the Electronic Product Code Information Services standard (EPCIS) by EPCglobal in 2007 
(current version 2 published by GS1 in July 2022) paves the way for Supply Chain-wide event-based object 
traceability applications for use by Supply Chain partners with relevant product information readily 
available for the consumer.  Event Processing (EP) mechanisms and approaches, i.e., event condition 
action, stream or complex EP, coupled with an influx of event data along Supply Chain (e.g., produced by 
RFID readers, temperature data loggers, shock sensors, etc.) enable the implementation of solutions 
utilizing interfaces with business intelligence, business activity monitoring, and risk management 
applications.44 EPCIS events may be linked to any uniquely identifiable object or entity, so it may be used 
for tracking and tracing across shipments as well as consignments. 

GS1 published the EPCIS and CBV Implementation guideline on how stakeholders may approach designing 
and developing the Event Processing solution that is most appropriate for their business needs based on 
the EPCIS standards. This guideline recommends an 8-step process outlined below: 

1. Collect visibility goals and requirements 
2. Document business process flows 
3. Break each process flow into series of discrete steps 
4. Decide which business steps require visibility events 
5. Model completion of each step as a visibility event 
6. Decide which data to include in the visibility event 
7. Determine vocabularies to populate each data field 
8. Document visibility events in a visibility matrix 

 

 
44 Konovalenko, I., & Ludwig, A. (2019). Event processing in supply chain management – The status quo and research outlook. Computers in 
Industry, 105, 229-249. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compind.2018.12.009 

https://www.gs1.org/docs/epc/EPCIS_Guideline.pdf
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In addition to the above, GS1 published a guideline updated in 2017 providing recommendations on how 
to use the various useful identifiers for the Transport and Logistic sector and their benefit to achieve 
unambiguous traceability of products, assets, materials, etc., all along the supply chain. That guideline 
helps to determine which GS1 ID keys should be used for which objects and entities.  

NOTE: For multi-modal tracking and tracing covered in this BRS,  
it will be necessary to also use identifiers from several other organisations  

such as the UN/Locodes, the BIC container codes/identifiers, the IMO vessel numbers. 

The EPCIS standards also support the use of non-GS1 identifiers such as the BIC code and the IMO vessel 
number. 

The GS1 system is the most widely used supply chain standards system in the world. The GS1 system is an 
integrated system of global standards that provides for accurate identification and communication of 
information regarding location, products, assets, services more efficiently and securely through supply 
chains. 

In utilization of GS1 Standards, diverse business processes interact and interoperate seamlessly across 
different trading partners’ organizational boundaries, leading to operational efficiency. These standards 
offer a comprehensive, out of the box toolkit of enabling data structures, dictionaries, definitions, and 
vocabularies that work to streamline system to system integration, independent of any specific 
technology platform. 45 

 

Figure 14. GS1 Standards; GS1 

The GS1 identification standards shown in Figure 14, known as GS1 identification keys, bring value by 
permitting secure and portable identification across technologies such as barcodes, RFID tags and 

 
45 GS1 Australia. (2020). Freight Consignment Data Aggregation Pilot Models, Scenarios, Messages & Data 
Sets. https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020 

https://www.gs1.org/docs/tl/T_L_Keys_Implementation_Guideline.pdf
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electronic messages, and by connecting the physical flow of goods and services to the flow of information. 
The Transport & Logistics (T&L) industry handles the movement of goods using multiple transport modes, 
including road, rail, air and maritime. The T&L industry involves a wide variety of parties such as consignor 
and consignee, freight forwarders and carriers as well as official bodies like customs and port authorities. 
The combination of logistics channels and parties implies an opportunity to simplify asset and shipment 
identification using common global data standard Identification Keys and sharing this information 
between carriers and other service providers. 

This opportunity to facilitate asset and shipment identification using common global data standard 
identification may be based on the following GS1 identification standards, as described in the GS1 General 
Specifications :  

• GLN – Global Location Number (parties and places) 
• GRAI – Global Returnable Asset Identifier (transport equipment) 
• GIAI – Global Individual Asset Identifier (transport equipment and transport means) 
• SSCC – Serial Shipping Container Code (transport units) 
• GINC – Global Identification Number for Consignment 
• GSIN – Global Shipment Identification Number  

These recommendations have been developed in collaboration with the GS1 Member Organisations 
(MOs) and the Identification Standards Maintenance Group (ID SMG) working closely with local 
communities on Transport & Logistics process efficiencies. 

AIM is a trade association and global authority and resource in automatic identification and data capture 
(AIDC) technologies and innovations. An AIM White Paper entitled “Fundamentals of Track and Trace 
(T&T)”, from 2018 makes reference to ISO 15459. The GS1 standards for GTIN (Global Trade Identification 
Number), SGTIN (Serialized global trade Item Number), SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code), GIAI (Global 
Individual Asset Identifier) and GRAI (Global Returnable Asset Identifier) are all compliant with this ISO 
standard.  

The GS1 system architecture is based on 3 concepts that are linked to each other: 

• Standards to IDENTIFY entities in electronic information that can be stored and communicated 
between trading parties 

• Standards to automatically CAPTURE data that is carried directly on physical objects (bridging 
the physical world with the world of electronic information) 

• Standards to SHARE information, both between trading partners and internally, providing the 
foundation for electronic business transactions and visibility – knowing exactly where things are 
at any point in time, or where they have been, and why. 

NOTE: Although GS1 offers a comprehensive set of standards, including standards for electronic 
communication, it is very well possible to leverage the identification and capture standards utilized by 
companies in combination with non-GS1 standards and solutions (as used by e.g., customs/OGA).  
One such example is the support for the GS1 keys in the WCO data model. 
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EPCIS, a GS1 “Share” standard for traceability: 

• Defines a framework data model, query & capture interfaces 
• Helps share visibility data across & between enterprises 
• Based on capture of business process steps as “events” 
• GS1 Keys identify the “what” & “where” & “who” of visibility events 

o Encoded as Electronic Product Codes (EPCs) 
o Data-carrier neutral (works with GS1 barcodes and EPC/RFID); 

Even works with events captured manually in execution systems. 
o Normatively specified in GS1’s EPC Tag Data Standard (TDS) 

• Published as ISO/IEC 19987 

A companion standard to the EPCIS is the Comprehensive Business Vocabulary (CBV) 2.0 

• Defines cross-sector code lists to populate EPCIS event data 
o Previously defined as URNs and definitions in a PDF standard 
o Each code list will have a Web URI & online definition in CBV 2.0 
o Published as a JSON-LD dataset + browsable tool 

• Ensures a common understanding of data semantics 
• Underpins the interoperability of EPCIS implementations 
• Published as ISO/IEC 19988 

Dimensions of an EPCIS event 

• What : What objects are the subject of event (SGTIN, SSCC, GIAI, etc…)? 
• When : When did this event take place (Date, time, time zone…)? 
• Where : Where did this occur……and Where are the objects thereafter (Physical location 

GLN) 
• Why : Why did this event take place (Process step, object status, link to transactions, etc…)? 
• How : How are these objects (warm, humid, fast, etc. - Sensor-monitored condition -) This is 

a new feature in EPCIS 2.0. Note: This functionality is not considered in scope for this Track 
and Trace BRS.  

 
GS1 identifiers provide all trading partners with a standard way to uniquely identify each “physical 
component” or ‘object” in the supply chain. These include: 

• Logistics / Transport units, which can be any combination of goods put together in a carton, in a 
case, or on a pallet – the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC). 

• Logical groupings of logistics units that are assembled to be transported such as a consignment 
– a Global Identification Number for Consignment (GINC), or as a shipment – the Global Shipment 
Identification Number (GSIN).  
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The difference is the GSIN is used to identify a shipment that moves from one place (Seller) to the 
other (Buyer), irrespective of the physical handling in line with the UN/CEFACT shipment concept. 
The GINC is used by LSP’s to identify groupings of logistics units, appropriate to mode of transport 
chosen; the GINC corresponds with the UN/CEFACT consignment concept. Hence, one GSIN can 
result in several consignments, while in one consignment, goods from several shipments can be 
shipped.  

• Individual assets used to transport the goods – assets like a ship container and truck/trailer – the 
Global Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI), as well as returnable assets, like a returnable pallet used 
for packaging – the Global Returnable Asset Identifier (GRAI) 

• Physical locations or trading partners like retailers, manufacturers, transport carriers, freight 
forwarders and LSPs – the Global Location Number (GLN). 

• Trade items like products and services that may be priced, or ordered, or invoiced at any point in 
any supply chain – the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN).46 

The GS1 identifier for logistics units or SSCC, is captured on a case or pallet using a Logistics Label. Utilizing 
the GS1 Logistics Label, the SSCC “stays on” the logistic unit through the whole supply chain, giving all 
trading partners a common reference back to the origin of the logistic unit and who is responsible for the 
goods. Trading partners can share (real-time) information about the physical events in the supply chain 
using GS1 eCOM messaging standards (a simplified subset of the UN/EDIFACT standards),  Electronic 
Product Code Information Services (EPICS) and the Global Synchronization Network (GDSN) as a means 
for secure and continuous synchronization of accurate product master data sharing.47 

Figure 15 below depicts a simplified view of a sample supply chain that is quite common. The buyer can 
be a consumer, a patient or caregiver or a business. 

Figure 15. Sample supply chain between Seller and Buyer; GS1 

The GSIN may be used for the identification of the movement of goods from the Seller to the Buyer. In 
this Figure 18 it is also clear that there are at least three transport movements. Each of those may be 
identified with a separate unique GINC. Below we cover options that may be used to exchange information 
related to the consignments (transport contracts). 

In the Freight Industry, digitalization can assist in improved visibility of freight consignments and 
interoperability between supply chain partners. Improved visibility can help improve predictability, 
efficiency and productivity of the freight industry. This can be accomplished by harnessing digital freight 
consignment and event message data, through electronic data interchange systems, such as GS1’s 

 
46 ibid 
47 ibid 
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Transport Instruction (TI), Transport Status (TS) and Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS), 
which are all part of GS1’s suite of Data Exchange Standards.48 

Transport Instruction (TI) messages are used to convey relevant information about cargo that needs to be 
moved and include information about the consignor/shipper, consignee/receiver, origin and destination 
locations, cargo type, cargo volume and weight, request transport service (transport mode), and planned 
pick up delivery dates/times, among other elements. The Transport Instruction will be sent by the Logistic 
Services Buyer (supplier, retailer, 3rd party warehouse or freight forwarder) to a Logistic Services Seller 
(freight forwarder or carrier) upon order creation. The Transport Instruction can include a request for 
either executing a consignment or executing a shipment. The trading partners need the ability to 
differentiate between less detailed transport instructions (shipments) and more detailed instructions 
(consignments). Transport Status (TS) messages are used to query and report relevant information about 
the current status of a freight consignment. A single freight consignment may have multiple TS notification 
messages, providing a complete record of the process involved in transporting a consignment between 
consignor (or shipper) and consignee (or receiver). Information contained in TS messages include actual 
pick-up and delivery locations and times, and information about each transport leg, including mode of 
transport and vehicle type. 49 

Figure 16. Typical TI and TS message exchanges involved for a single freight consignment; GS1 Australia, 
2020 - Freight Data Exchange Pilot Project - Summary Report 

Figure 16 illustrates message exchange of one TI message and six TS messages for each consignment in 
this example.  

Key message elements (data items) relevant to production of strategic-level outputs include: 

• Consignment (shipment) identifier – uniquely identifying each consignment - What 

 
48 GS1 Australia. (2020). Freight Data Exchange Pilot Project - Summary Report. https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-
exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020 
49 GS1 Australia. (2020). Freight Data Exchange Pilot Project - Summary Report. https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-
exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020 
 

https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020
https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020
https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020
https://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2020/freight-data-exchange-pilot-projects-summary-report-2020
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• Consignor/consignee (sender/receiver) – Who 

• Origin & destination location – Where 

• Cargo characteristics (trade item IDs, commodity, volume/weight, quantity) - What 

• Transport instructions (mode, vehicle type) – How 

• Planned/actual departure and arrival times – When 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Coordination between UN/CEFACT and Other Industry Standards Organizations, further detail: 

 
In this appendix we describe how we may combine existing standards and existing identifiers that are 
already in wide use to achieve seamless tracking and tracing across multi-modal transport. The main 
challenge is in connecting/linking the available identifiers in a consistent way across the business steps 
and life cycle of a shipment from a Seller of goods to the Buyer of those goods. We start by clarifying the 
current challenges with this kind of tracking and tracing. We conclude that there is no shortage of 
identifiers for the objects and entities involved in tracking and tracing. 

The first example in Appendix 4 presents an approach whereby consistent data capture and linking of 
various identifiers can be achieved across large numbers of stakeholders of many different kinds. This 
approach very much builds on the combination of UN/CEFACT and GS1 standards. 

A second example provides a summary of UN/CEFACT work done within the context of “dealing with 
COVID-19”. It provides some further insights into the direction that digitalization in supply chains will 
develop and how that may affect tracking and tracing goods from Seller to Buyer. 
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UN/CEFACT – GS1 
 

The following set of figures will describe various scenarios that relate the trade contract to the transport 
movement, and give examples of how the goods are packaged, in what container(s) they are located and 
what various equipment is used in the transport depending on which mode(s)of transport is involved. 

 

Figure 17. Gap in linking IDs between Trade and Transport; UN/CEFACT and GS1 

Figure 17 above illustrates that there already is a wealth of good identifiers linked to trade transactions 
(that is the Buy/Sell transaction between Buyer and Seller of the Goods) e.g., identifications for Sales 
Order/Shipment, Product codes that may be based on global data standards like ISO and GS1. 

The figure also clearly shows that there is a similar wealth of identifiers linked to the execution of 
transportation. These identifiers focus on transport units/packages, transport documents, transport 
equipment and transport means. There are some for which global data standards exist and are also 
widely used (e.g., identification for the intermodal container). There are also quite a few where global 
data standards for identifiers are available but are not yet widely adopted in the industry. 

The main challenge in the supply chain between Seller and Buyer is indicated in the center of the figure. 
Currently, the stakeholders in the trade transaction and the stakeholders involved in the transportation 
execution do not connect their identifiers and often do not even exchange the relevant identifiers 
between them. 

In the illustrations below we aim to explain how these trade identifiers and transport identifiers may be 
linked as part of existing/current processes already widely adopted throughout the industry. 

ID GAPS

Star�ng point

Will transport incorporate trade IDs?

NO, only some by transport service buyer of the 
original seller/consignor

How to solve?
Sharing events 

with IDs in a 
respository?

ID 
GAPS

Passing trade IDs 
through the transport 

value chain?
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Figure 18. ID Gaps in multimodal transport cases, Traceability and Transparency in the Textile and 
Leather Sector, Part 1: High-Level Process and Data Model  - Business Requirements Specification (BRS) 

Figure 18 illustrates (using some example values) some of the main identifiers used in the trade context 
(bottom part of the figure) and main identifiers used in the transportation context (top part of the figure. 
This figure also illustrates that shipments become transport consignments (arrow on the right). 

Also illustrated in this figure, two shipments have been consolidated into one consignment. 
The same (combination of) shipments may be transported on multiple different consignments using 
different modes of transport. 

The figure does not specify exactly how the trade identifiers (including the shipment/Sales Order ID) are 
linked to each other and it also does not indicate the links among the shipments and the consignments 
nor the links between the different consignments. That further illustrates the current confusion in the 
industry on how to connect the identifiers of the Trade context with those used in the Transportation 
context. 

In Figure 19 below we dive a bit deeper into how the links may be established. The GS1 keys alone, 
however, do not solve the ID Gaps Problem between Trade and Transport environments. 
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Figure 19. Combining global standards to solve the ID gaps problem; UNECE/GS1 

Across the top of Figure 19, we see a summarized overview of how trade items may be linked to 
logistic units, how logistic units may be linked with shipments and how shipments may be linked with a 
consignment. The top-left part illustrates how trade items are physically consolidated into 
logistic/transport units, then transport units may be consolidated into transport equipment and the 
transport equipment may then be consolidated on a transport means (e.g., truck or ship) for 
transportation. These consolidation steps may take place at several different locations along the journey 
of the goods from Seller to Buyer. Below we will go deeper into the business steps and shipment life cycle 
(including consolidation and deconsolidation). 

The bottom part of the figure shows how the logical links among the trade identifiers (trade item, Sales 
Order, trade packages/<logistic units>, shipments) and the transport identifiers (transport units, 
consignment items and consignment) may be established. 

To support a consistent view of all links between the identifiers and to ensure industry can build on well-
established global data standard identifiers, we will need a range of identifiers from various global data 
standard providers such as IATA, GS1, FIATA, DSCA, IRU, WCO, WTO, ISO, BIC and IPSCA, among others. 
No single global data standards development body can support the full scope of intermodal 
transportation. However, it is important to note that: 

Good global data standard identifiers exist for all objects and entities that need to be identified for 
harmonized cross industry track and trace across intermodal supply chains. 
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Good global data standard identifiers exist for all objects and entities that  

 

Figure 20. IFTSTA based model – ID Gaps remain when multi-modal transport is involved, 
UN/CEFACT IFTSTA 

To support Track and Trace, stakeholders need to capture and share relevant events along the journey of 
the goods (shipments) from Seller to Buyer. Figure 20 above and Figure 21 below make that event the 
central object to which all other entities and object are linked. 

Both figures are based on long-establish global data standards for the exchange of Event (track & trace) 
information: the UN/EDIFACT IFTSTA International MultiModal Status Report Message50  (figure above) 
and EPCIS (figure below). 

The figure above also indicates that some of the entities and objects (especially the trade-related 
information) may not be directly linked to the event that is exchanged. 

Both the IFTSTA and EPCIS global data standards have been designed to exchange information that has in 
fact happened (they may do so in near real-time). They are not intended to exchange information about 
future events (events that are being planned to occur but may in fact not occur or at least not exactly as 
originally anticipated). 

Both IFTSTA and EPCIS also recognize the essential role that the exact identification of the location plays 
when event information will be exchanged.  

In short, any event must indicate to what object (e.g., transport unit) the event pertains, where the event 
occurred, when it occurred and in what business context the event occurred.  

 
50 UN/EDIFACT D.21A - Message [IFTSTA] (unece.org) 

https://service.unece.org/trade/untdid/d21a/trmd/iftsta_c.htm
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The EPCIS event model was developed more recently building on the UN/EDIFACT IFTSTA standards. The 
EPCIS standard recognizes four different types of events, whereas the IFTSTA standard focusses on the 
“Object Event” indicated in Figure 24 below (middle layer left side). 

 

Figure 21. EPCIS standard overview; GS1 

Three of the four event types51 shown in Figure 21 above will be essential to cover all events relevant to 
capture and link all trade and transport identifiers throughout the entire journey of goods between Seller 
and Buyer. 

• Object Event 
• Aggregation Event  
• Transaction Event 

Below we will describe the main processes that the goods go through from the moment they have been 
ordered all the way through to when they have been confirmed as delivered to Buyer. 

 
51 The EPCIS Event type that is NOT relevant for this document has been “grayed out” using a transparent blue box. 
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Figure 22. Linking trade items to logistic units; GS1 

The starting point of the journey of the goods is when they will be picked and packed and made ready for 
transportation at the origin (the Seller’s warehouse). That process is outlined in Figure 22 above.  These 
goods will be picked and packed based on a sales order. A Transaction Event may be used to record what 
Trade Items have been ordered under which Sales Order number. This creates the links between the Trade 
Items and the Sales Order (Shipment). Looking at the Shipment Data Pipeline (see figure 9), this step 
registers the relevant details of the sales contract on the data pipeline. 

The Trade Items will be picked from warehouse locations and placed into a logistic unit52 (LU) as shown in 
the figure. A logistic unit may contain only a single trade item (product code) and that would be called an 
homogenous logistic unit. You see that with the two LU on the left. A logistic unit may also contain several 
different trade items (product codes) in which case it is referred to as “mixed”. 

Whenever a trade item is placed in the logistic unit, the operator records (usually by scanning) which trade 
item they placed into which logistic unit and also the quantity of the trade item (e.g., 5 units of TI-1 placed 
into the box identified with LU-1). These EPCIS Aggregation events establish the link between the logistic 
units, the trade items, and the sales order (shipment).  

The set of events mentioned above are the first to be added to the Shipment Data Pipeline. 

These links are the foundation for being able to respond to the question from beneficial cargo owners 
(be they sellers or buyers): “Where are my goods?”. 

 
52 In figure 19 and 20, the logistic units in this process step are referred to as Trade Packages. 
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Figure 23. Linking logistic units to transport units; GS1 

The next step in the journey is the despatch of consignments containing the shipments from the origin 
(seller’s warehouse). Looking at the Shipment Data Pipeline, this step posts the relevant information for 
“Goods booked for transport” and “Transport contract (shipping instruction)” to the data pipeline. 

Figure 23 above illustrates that multiple shipments may be combined (consolidated) into a single 
consignment (transport contract). Shipments may also become a consignment on their own. In some 
cases, the shipment may be split into more than one consignment (e.g., it is too large to be carried on a 
single transport means; it may be a mix of hazardous and non-hazardous cargo and you split to avoid 
paying hazmat rates for the entire shipment). 

The consolidation scenario is common to e-commerce fulfilment. Small trade items and logistic units may 
be combined into larger transport units (e.g., roll-cages, crates, bags etc.) for easy handling on the way 
from the warehouse to the first hub/node in the network enabling the end-to-end journey of the shipment 
from seller to buyer. 

Looking at the EPCIS event types, we will see a combination of Transaction events (adding transport units 
to the Consignment Note), Aggregation events (consolidating logistic units into a transport unit) and 
Object events (keeping track of the various units within the warehouse. 
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Figure 24. Consolidating consignments; GS1 

Logistic Service Providers will often combine consignments they receive into larger consignments to 
optimise the transport execution of the next leg in the journey of the goods as anticipated in the original 
consignment transport contract. Consolidation may occur at any hub/node in the transport and logistics 
network. 

Figure 24 shows the “complex” case of this type of scenario. In many (maybe even most) cross-docks, the 
transport units received as part of the inbound consignments (C-1 and C-2) are NOT combined into new 
transport units. In effect they traverse the cross-dock facility as-is (just like LU-2 in this slide). 
 
The complex scenario is quite common where the LSP receives consignments that are less volume than 
will fit into the transport equipment they prefer to use for the next leg of transportation. For example, 
the LSP may receive pallets from two (or more) different consignments and the LSP can fill/stuff an 
intermodal container nicely by combining these pallets in the container. 
  
The simple scenario applies to most cross-docks in road transport who will receive pallets and they will 
also send those pallets out as-is. 
 
In both cases, the transport units for the outbound leg will have to be linked to the new consignment note 
using an EPCIS Transaction event. 
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Figure 25. Loading consignments on transport means; GS1 

Loading will occur at any network hub/node anywhere in the journey of the trade items from Seller to 
Buyer. Figure 25 is merely an example involving one specific mode of transport and transport means.  
This same process may also occur at a warehouse when trucks are loaded with logistics units, at a cross-
dock where pallets are loaded on the next leg of the journey, or at port terminals where intermodal 
containers may be loaded on ocean-going vessel, barges or rail-wagons for onward transportation. 

Marketplace warehouse will often hold goods from multiple Sellers on their platform. The individual Sales 
Orders for these Sellers would become multiple different consignments (e.g., based on delivery speed 
and/or final destinations). They may still be despatched from the marketplace’s warehouse on a single 
truck to be dropped off at the most appropriate next LSP facility. 

Looking at the EPCIS standard, we would capture the loading of transport units/equipment using Object 
events. In the previous step, the link between the transport units and the consignment note had already 
been established; here we add the link to the transport means on which the goods are actually 
transported. 

The Shipment Data Pipeline indicates several actions that imply or explicitly refer to loading e.g., “Goods 
loaded for transport”, “Goods departed port of loading”, “Transfer” (related to transshipment), “Goods 
departed the port of discharge”. 
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Figure 26. Unloading transport units from transport means; GS1 

Unloading may occur at any network hub/node anywhere in the journey of the trade items from Seller to 
Buyer. Figure 26 is merely an example involving one specific mode of transport and transport means.  
This same process may also occur at a warehouse (e.g., at the buyer’s facility) when trucks unloaded 
transport units, at a cross-dock where pallets are unloaded (before moving onto the next leg of the 
journey, or at port terminals where intermodal containers may be unloaded from an ocean-going vessel, 
barge or rail-wagon. 

Looking at the EPCIS standard, we would capture the loading of transport units/equipment using Object 
events. In the previous steps, the link between the transport units, the consignment note, and the 
transport means had already been established. Here we “unlink” the transport units from the transport 
means. The links between the transport units and the consignment note will continue to exist. 

The Data Pipeline indicates several actions that imply unloading e.g., “Arrived at port of loading”, 
“Transfer” (related to transshipment), “Goods arrived at final port of discharge”, and “Goods delivered”. 

NOTE: The “Goods delivered” event (and associated EPCIS Object events) concludes the end-to-end track 
& trace across multiple modes of transport. 
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Figure 27. De-consolidating consignments; GS1 

When a consignment is a consolidation of multiple consignments, then at some hub/node in the network 
the consolidated consignments must be split (de-consolidated) into the constituent consignments.  

Figure 27 shows the complex scenario where a transport unit must be opened and split into more than 
one smaller transport unit. This is a common scenario in intermodal container-based transportation. 
The intermodal container may contain pallets from several different smaller consignments.  
Those smaller consignments need to be transported in different directions from the network hub/node 
onward. So, the pallets must be removed from the container and then added to the new consignments 
used to manage the onward transportation to the next destinations for the deconsolidated transport units 
(shipments). 

In some cases, the next destination will be the Buyer’s facility (C-5 in the figure above). 
In other cases, the next destination is another node/hub in the network (C-4 in the figure above).  
When the consignment (C-4) arrives at the next hub, it may in turn be deconsolidated (following the 
description in this process step). 

Using the EPCIS standard, we will use Transaction events to unlink the consolidated transport units from 
the inbound consignment note (C-3) and to link the deconsolidated transport units to the new outbound 
consignment notes. We will also use the Aggregation event for unlinking the deconsolidated transport 
units (LU-10 and LU-11) from the consolidated transport unit (LU-20). 
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Figure 28. Splitting a Shipment in Multiple Consignments; GS1 

Using the EPCIS standard, we will cover the Transaction event to link the transport units to the separate 
consignments. The links between the logistics units, transport units and Shipment have been established 
in prior process steps. So now we have linked the shipment (through the logistic and transport units) to 
the consignments. 

Splitting of shipments (or consignments) may occur for any leg in the end-to-end journey for a wide range 
of different reasons. However, the process step described in Figure 28 (in combination with steps 
described above e.g., consolidating/splitting consignments) may cover all those scenarios.  

The Shipment Data Pipeline does not mention splitting shipments into multiple consignments (for the 
same “leg” in the journey). However, it is a common practice to split consignments in air transport during 
a single leg or a portion of a journey, for the splits to travel on the same transport means at the same 
time, or different means at a different time or date. It is also possible to have splits of splits. Splits may 
also need to be re-consolidated at a transit point prior to final transport destination for Customs purposes.  

Once the split has been executed the transportation for those consignments and associated transport 
units and transport equipment is executed in the same way as described above for scenario 1. 
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UN/CEFACT – COVID-19 Project 
 

In this second example of the coordination between UN/CEFACT and other standards organizations, we 
explain some of the next steps in the move toward digitalization, and how they relate to the track and 
trace processes that are the focus of this BRS, with the goal of future operational and systems 
interoperability.  

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the adoption of digital technologies by businesses around the world, 
although significant barriers continue to prevent the full digitalization of trade-related processes.53 A 
recent effort of UN/CEFACT, requested by UN Headquarters in New York, was investigated and developed 
for facilitating the more rapid movement of healthcare goods, with enhanced visibility at any time, 
regardless of the mode of transport. This COVID-19 effort illustrates the correlation of data elements 
described in the UN/CEFACT Core Component Library, Multi-Modal Transport dataset between the 
various modes of transport. This project required business understanding and coordination with a number 
of standards organisations and experts involved in all modes of transport, in order to verify that the 
UN/CEFACT data and correct relationships were fully captured in the MMTDRM to facilitate intermodal 
communications regardless of which mode was being utilized.   

Figure 29 below illustrates the wide array of standards and standards bodies involved in this effort, and 
outlines some of the tasks involved to fulfill this mandate.  

 
53 Ibid. 
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Figure 29. Alignment of other organization standards with those by UN/CEFACT,   
ICAO-UNECE Meeting of Experts on Supply Chain Digitalization Collaboration, 20 January 2021 

 

The various multi-modal transport data elements were compiled into an Excel spreadsheet to provide 
correlation, where possible for intermodal transport across the various modes.  

The conclusion from this study is that all of the primary track and trace data elements, their context, 
standards body references and relationship between these primary elements are already in the  

UN/CEFACT Core Component Library, in the SCDRM and MMTDRM subsets. There is no need to add 
any elements for track and trace functionality 

to meet the business requirements identified in this BRS. 

 

 

Mul�modal corridor approach :
Ready standards or standards under prepara�on Documents on which to work in a pilot project

1. Standards (execu�ve guide; business requirement specifica�on; business name structure; subset; CCL structure; XLS guideline structure; XSD schema; UML diagram; HTML
index, using as a model the e-CMR standard) www.unece.org/uncefact/mainstandards.html, already prepared for the following documents:
• eCMR
• Cross Industry Invoice
• Cross Industry Delivery
• Cross Industry Catalogue
• Cross Industry Quota�on
• Cross Industry Remi�ance Advice
• Cross Industry Scheduling
• Cross Industry Ordering Process
• Material Safety Data Sheet Details (MSDS)
• Contract Financial Execu�on Management
• Market Research Informa�on
• Verified Gross Mass (VERMAS) documents
• Interna�onal Forwarding and Transfer documents
• Smart container informa�on
• A number of agricultural cer�ficates, accoun�ng and other documents
These standards you can find atwww.unece.org/uncefact/mainstandards.html

• eCMR

2. Standards to be finalized in Sept. 2020
• Provisional booking
• Firm booking
• Booking confirma�on
• Shipping instruc�ons
• Waybill
• Status report
• Status request
• Packing list
• RASFF (Rapid Alert for Security of Food and Feed)

• Bill of Lading (BoL) / mari�me waybill) 
• Packing list

3. Standards to be finalized by the end of 2020
• Inland water transport contract document

• Mari�me waybill.

• CIM/SMGS Consignment Note;
• SMGS Consignment Note;

• CIM/SMGS Wagon List (freight manifest) (Appendix 7.2 to point 20, see h�ps://www.cit-
rail.org/en/freight-traffic/manuals/)

• Invoice for Customs

• eCERT(sanitary-phytosanitary cer�ficates and basis for other cer�ficates): Revise implementa�on 
guidelines (+ schema, subset) for the different cer�ficates, aligned to the Buy-Ship-Pay Reference Data 
Model

• BoL / mari�me waybill 
• Invoice for Customs 
• SMGS, CIM/SMGS or CIM Consignment Note 
• CIM / SMGS Wagon List (Appendix 7.2 to point 20) 
• Container List (Appendix 7.4 to point 20)
• Handover sheet (Appendix 3 to SI to SMGS) 

h�ps://osjd.org/api/media/resources/1603431
• Inland water transport documents
• CO, C/O (preferen�al or non-preferen�al)
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APPENDIX 5 
 

Tracking and tracing business and technical considerations, further detail: 

 
Track and Trace overview 

 
The scope of the project covers two distinct concepts:  

a) tracking - which is monitoring and recording the current location and status of the traded 
goods, once consigned to a transport operator(s), and  

b)  tracing - which is monitoring and documenting the history of transport of traded goods from 
original consignor to final consignee, i.e., the combined history of the tracked events, 
regardless of the type of goods or the mode(s) of transport deployed for their transportation.  

 
In the framework depicted in Figure 30 below are different dimensions that have been considered in 
the UN/CEFACT Cross-Industry Track and Trace Project.  
 

 
Figure 30. Scope and purpose of track and trace applications, UNECE/UN/CEFACT INTEGRATED 

TRACK AND TRACE FOR MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION, WHITE PAPER, 20 April 2021 

 

Additional Tracking considerations include: 
• Tracking requires transport movement  
• Tracking takes place when there is a contract for transport (oral or written) between two 

parties to move a consignment(s) in the movement of goods from seller to buyer. 
• Complexity of the various tracking scenarios depends on: 

o How and where raw materials or goods are obtained for sale 
o Quantity of goods produced  
o If additional processing or manufacturing is required before transport 
o Distance and country boundaries between seller and buye, 
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o Participants in the process, who increase in number and roles as the scenario 
becomes more complex 

• Intermodal transport generally begins when geographical concerns require a different mode 
of transport and a new transport contract for onward movement of goods of the same trade 
shipment contract. 

 

Benefits from Track and Trace solutions 
 

The ultimate goal in supply chain movement and communication is to ensure that the flow of goods 
is as smooth, predictable, reliable, resilient and sustainable as possible based on the exchange of 
information that guarantees, “What is understood is what is sent54”. And it needs to be done at 
affordable costs compared to the value of the goods being tracked and traced. 
 
Motivated by factors such as operational efficiency standards, competitive pressures, heightened 
customer expectations, and governmental regulations, both public and private organizations are 
searching for mechanisms to reduce risks by gaining data-driven visibility into the physical location, 
condition, and context of their products and assets (Delen, Hardgrave, & Sharda, 2009)55. 

Increased transparency during the multi-modal transportation of traded goods from seller to buyer 
offers new opportunities and huge benefits for supply chain optimisation that did not exist prior to 
the widespread adoption of digital technologies. 
 

Lowering costs 

It is important to note that standardization is vital to lowering the cost of cross-border international 
trade.56  
 
Global data standards enable identification for all products, business locations, documents, and 
sharing information across enterprises, so that users can gain a shared view of goods as they move 
through the supply chain, enhancing supply chain visibility, serving as the foundation for seamless 
cross-border information flow, facilitating smooth cross-border trade.57 Cross-boundary information 
sharing with Information Technology (IT), is defined as the collaboration or interconnection of 
different information systems or telecommunication technologies, to share data between entities by 
using a common conceptual schema.58 Voluntary information sharing by supply chain partners differs 
from traditional mandatory declaration for Customs purposes, therefore, information sharing should 
have the nature of a public-private data partnership.  
 
Information sharing can be achieved through digital trade infrastructures59, such as data pipelines, 
which can be viewed as web-based seamless digital infrastructures, linking the systems of multiple 

 
54 Direct quote from the European Interoperability Framework (EIF). 
55 Delen, D., Hardgrave, B.C., Sharda, R., 2007. RFID for better supply chain management through enhanced information visibility. Prod. 
Oper. Manage. 16 (5), 612–624. 
56 ABAC. (2011). APEC Supply Chains: Identifying Opportunities for Improvement: USC Marshall School of Business ABAC Team 2011 
https://www2.abaconline.org/assets/2011/4%20Honolulu%20Hawaii%20USA/2011-APEC%20Supply%20Chains_Full%20Report.pdf   
57 GS1. (2017). GS1 and global data standards. Hong Kong Barcode | Product Barcode Standard | Global Standard 
Barcode.https://www.gs1hk.org/sites/default/files/publications/18%29%20GDS.pdf 
58 Barki, H., & Pinsonneault, A. (2005). A model of organizational integration, implementation effort, and performance. Organization 
Science, 16, 165–179. 
59 Rukanova, B., Henningsson, S., Zinner Henriksen, H., &Tan, Y. H. (2018). Digital trade infrastructures: A framework for analysis. Complex 
Systems Informatics and Modeling Quarterly, 14, 1–21. 

https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/sites/isa/files/eif_brochure_final.pdf#page=29
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parties in the international supply chain (Hesketh, 2009; 2010).60 61 Data collaboration for the common 
good has now been recognized as a good opportunity to enable trust and innovation through public-
private partnerships.62  
 
Situational awareness – Customer expectations 

Supply Chain decision-making is increasingly reliant upon access to real-time data, and the most 
beneficial real-time data is now likely generated and delivered by some form of tracking technology.63 
Additionally, supply chain (real-time) visibility over time has become a crucial factor for companies in 
terms of customer satisfaction.64 Many supply chain related issues arise due to the lack of sharing 
information between the members in the supply chain.65 
 
Keeping track of the tsunami of transportation of goods and the related data pertinent for 
identification and location are imperative for all supply chain stakeholders. The ability to track 
products and assets (in real-time) throughout the value chain has become increasingly important in a 
wide range of industries66 and it would fundamentally transform supply chain management. 

 

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 

The availability of much more and far more reliable track and trace data also enable the deployment 
of advanced technologies within the context of supply chain operations in general and transport and 
logistics in particular.  

Based on more reliable and less ambiguous data technologies like artificial intelligence may be used 
to make more decision (more) automatically. The AI may make some decisions without interactions 
with a human operator. Alternatively, the AI may interact with the human operator where that makes 
sense e.g., the AI “feels” the situation requires a human to evaluate or the system has been configured 
to always ensure a human being reviews the proposals from the AI. 

Machine learning technologies may be used with better results based on more reliable and less 
ambiguous data than is feasible based on the current data sets gathered in most transport and logistics 
environments.  

 

Regulatory pressures 

Cross-border risk management processes (e.g., in the EU and USA) are requiring ever more data also 
related to the tracking and tracing for the shipment that is crossing the border (for import or export). 
This means that stakeholders involved in the movement of the shipment will need to be able to share 
the required track and trace events.  

 
60 Hesketh, D. (2009). Seamless electronic data and logistics pipelines shift focus from import declarations to start of commercial 
transaction. World Customs Journal, 3(1), 27–32. 
61 Hesketh, D. (2010). Weaknesses in the supply chain: Who packed the box? World Customs Journal, 4(2),3–20. 
62 WEF. (2019). Data collaboration for the common good: enabling trust and innovation through public-private partnerships. 
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Data_ Collaboration_for_the_Common_Good.pdf 
63 Basole, R.C., Nowak, M. (2016). Assimilation of tracking technology in the supply chain. Transport. Res. Part E 
, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tre.2016.08.003 
64 Bolte, N.-O., & Goll, D. C. (2020). Potential analysis of track-and-trace systems in the outbound logistics of a Swedish retailer 
(Dissertation). Retrieved from http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hj:diva-48986 
65 J. Li, M. J. Shaw, R. T. Sikora, G. W. Tan, and R. Yang, (2001)."The effects of information sharing strategies on supply chain 
performance," Working Paper, URL: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.144.4916 
66 Butner, K., (2010). The smarter supply chain of the future. Strategy Leadership 38 (1), 22–31. 
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It is also important to note that authorities increasingly access the data/information they need “on 
demand” rather than requiring submission of data for all shipments being transported. The EU eFTI 
regulations coming into force over the coming two years are a prime example. 
Requiring data “on demand” will very likely also mean that concepts of Linked Data (also mentioned 
in the body text of this BRS) will be implemented as part of the solutions to meet the regulatory 
requirement. 

 

Network improvements and optimization 

Universal (real-time) track and trace capabilities will enable digital ecosystems (digital supply chains) 
to flourish overcoming current logistics inefficiencies.  

Companies will have full visibility and sovereignty67 of their supply chains as part of fully 
interconnected logistics networks so that transport assets and resources are used for optimum 
efficiency. 

 

 

Track and Trace technologies 
 

Tracking technologies enable firms to shift from receiving local, periodic, and static snapshots of 
their operations to viewing a fully instrumented and contextualized supply chain. Tracking 
technologies offer unique value propositions by providing information along three dimensions – 
context, reach and periodicity.  

• Context is defined as information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities that 
are considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application68; context is 
typically considered the location, identity and state of individuals and physical objects.  
Tracking technologies generate this rich contextual data on supply chain resources and assets 
at both the point and time of action.  

• Reach is defined as the radius of information insight and access a firm has into its supply chain. 
A company viewing the location of materials in-transit is better prepared to reschedule 
manufacturing activities based on expected availability of parts. In the supply chain context, 
tracking technologies have extended a firm’s reach from localized to virtually pervasive.  

• Periodicity is defined as the frequency at which relevant supply chain information is collected 
and provided. Advanced, sensor-based tracking technologies can collect an enormous amount 
of data and provide it continuously in real-time69.  

 

The tracking technologies described below have different characteristics in terms of periodicity and 
context. All them however, focus on the ”WHERE and WHEN” of a specific track and trace event. In 

 
67 See JRC LIVE - Regaining supply chain sovereignty 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGuIoacnsVI&list=PLxdsc7eCmCO4k8RC_PiXW_OZAEBkqu271&index=2)  
68 Abowd, G. D., Dey, A. K., Brown, P. J., Davies, N., Smith, M., & Steggles, P. (1999). Towards a better understanding of context and 
context-awareness. Handheld and Ubiquitous Computing, 304-307. https://doi.org/10.1007/3-540-48157-5_29 
69 Chen, Chiang, & Storey. (2012). Business intelligence and analytics: From big data to big impact. MIS Quarterly, 36(4), 
1165. https://doi.org/10.2307/41703503 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGuIoacnsVI&list=PLxdsc7eCmCO4k8RC_PiXW_OZAEBkqu271&index=2
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general, these technologies do not interpret or enhance the data gathered to provide a wider reach 
in terms of information insights. 

Tracking and tracing technologies like EPCIS (see also Appendix 3) enable stakeholders to interpret 
multiple events in combination and thus, allow deeper insights and reach because the events that may 
be combined may originate from multiple different stakeholders.  

The utilization of monitoring and tracking systems is essential to reduce costs and smooth 
identification of bottlenecks and operational defects.70 Track-and-trace solutions can be implemented 
via terrestrial systems and satellite-based systems; terrestrial systems are all systems implemented 
on earth, whereas satellite-based systems require corresponding hardware in space.71 The 
fundamental difference between terrestrial and satellite-based systems, is the number of status 
messages for determining the position of objects.72  
 
Terrestrial systems only issue status messages when individual, defined process steps are completed; 
such systems are referred to as process step-related or discrete track-and-trace. Discrete track-and-
trace requires a line structure in which the objects to be tracked pass through individual process steps 
one after the other. Along this value-added chain, the exact location of an object can be determined 
for each step in the despatch or production process via Automatic Identification and Data Capture 
(AIDC or Auto-ID) technologies such as RFID, barcode or 2D code.73 Currently, many events (and 
associated locations) are captured through manual operations. 
 
The dichotomy in satellite-based systems is they identify objects continuously in real-time, which is 
known as continuous track-and-trace systems.74 Due to the constant technology development, track-
and-trace application can be supported by both systems simultaneously and may provide a fallback 
feature depending on the available infrastructure. 
 
Systems reader positioning 
To gain a profound understanding about track and trace technologies, it is important to assess the 
way in which they are currently embedded in the context of logistics and supply chain. Auto-ID systems 
are considered a subsystem of logistics systems; a logistics system is defined as the transfer of cargo 
or persons accompanied by the flow of information.75 According to Shamsuzzohoa et al. (2013), Auto-
ID technologies enable the track-and-trace of the location of products in the supply chain. The Auto-
ID system must be flexible in terms of constituting a dynamic environment, in which new nodes can 
be added to capture all the product information. Do et al. (2006) refer to scalability because an Auto-
ID node typically collects and manages a large amount of event data, which is further growing over 
time.76 With the integration of Auto-ID technologies in the supply chain context, processes can be 
optimized, the impact of human mistakes and errors minimized.77  

 
70 Shamsuzzoha, A. H. M., Ehrs, M., Addo-Tenkorang, R., Nguyen, D., & Helo, P. T. (2013). Performance evaluation of tracking and tracing 
for logistics operations. International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics, 5(1), 31-54. 
71 Pavkovic, B., Berbakov, L., Ulianov, C., & Hyde, P. (2016). Integrated Real-Time Satellite Positioning and Communication System for 
Railway Applications. 3rd International Conference on Traffic and Transport Engineering, 227-235. 
72 Deslandes, V., Tronc, J., & Luc-Beylot, A. (2010). Analysis of interference issues in integrated satellite and terrestrial mobile systems. 5th 
Conference of Advanced Satellite Multimedia Systems, 233-244. 
73 Klumpp, M., & Kandel, C. (2011). GPS-based Real-Time Transport Control for Production Network Scheduling Simulation. European 
Simulation and Modelling Conference, 235-239. 
74 Kothris, D., Beach, M., Allen, B., & Karlsson, P. (2001). Performance assessment of terrestrial and satellite-based position location 
systems. International Conference on 3G Mobile Communication Technologies, 543-555. 
75 Shamsuzzoha, A. H. M., Ehrs, M., Addo-Tenkorang, R., Nguyen, D., & Helo, P. T. (2013). Performance evaluation of tracking and tracing 
for logistics operations. International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics, 5(1), 31-54. 
76 Do, H. H., Anke, J., & Hackenbroich, G. (2006). Architecture evaluation for distributed Auto-ID systems. Seventeenth International 
Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications, 30-51. 
77 Gnimpieba, D. R., Nait-Sidi-Moh, A., Durand, D., Fortin, J. (2015). Using Internet of Things Technologies for a Collaborative Supply Chain: 
Application to Tracking of Pallets and Containers. 10th International Conference on Future Networks and Communications, 56, 550-557. 
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Outdoor and Indoor positioning technologies in Outbound logistics (the interface between the internal 
and external environment of a company), have to be considered, in track-and-trace of products and 
goods. Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking is a widely accepted and used form of outdoor 
tracking. Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking data are becoming ubiquitous in various 
transportation applications and have been widely used in collecting information on people and goods 
transport.78 79 80 In general, GPS tracking data provides information on longitude, latitude, altitude, 
date, time, speed, and direction of movement.81 
 
A GPS tracking device normally consists of three major components, in which the GPS black box is the 
central part of the system with a fixed interval transmission of data to a server. The GPS antenna is 
responsible for a strong receiving power to calculate the incoming signals. To power up the system, a 
battery is needed with which modern GPS modules can operate at least up to 72h. The simple and 
universal setup is important for the management of all involved parties in the supply chain since the 
signal can be integrated easily into several different data management systems.82  
 
In general, there is a differentiation between “event-monitoring” tracking, where the location is only 
tracked near a reading station, and “continuous” tracking methods, where the location can be 
detected any time. GPS might be able to close this gap, since its localization can be tracked anywhere 
and does not require a constant mobile connection, reporting its location when requested. This is valid 
for most outdoor environments, but it lacks in its indoor tracking capabilities within a warehouse.83  
 
Xu Chen, Xu and Ji (2015) conducted several experiments and found types of pseudolite architectures 
for the indoor usage.84 [Pseudolite is a contraction of the term "pseudo-satellite," used to refer to 
something that is not a satellite which performs a function commonly in the domain of satellites.85] 
Several pseudolites are located at corners of a building to simulate satellite constellations, which are 
not reachable from indoor locations. A repeater simplifies the synchronization of the constellation 
with an indoor antenna to collect the GPS signal. This method reaches an indoor localization with only 
minor modifications of a commercial GPS receiver.  
 
Tracking via the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is done with the assistance of 
mobile telecommunication technology; therefore, the area needs to be actively covered by a GSM 
network in order to utilize this tracking method. The covered area is divided into a number of cells, 
where each cell, is served by its own base station; several base stations are combined and controlled 
by a mobile service centre; this serves as the interface between the mobile network and the public 
switching telephone network, which is the aggregate of different telephone networks of the world.86 
 

 
78 Furletti, B., Cintia, P., Renso, C., & Spinsanti, L. (2013). Inferring human activities from GPS tracks. Proceedings of the 2nd ACM SIGKDD 
International Workshop on Urban Computing - UrbComp '13. https://doi.org/10.1145/2505821.2505830. 
79 Gong, L., Morikawa, T., Yamamoto, T., & Sato, H. (2014). Deriving personal trip data from GPS data: A literature review on the existing 
methodologies. Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences, 138, 557-565. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2014.07.239. 
80 Sauerländer-Biebl, A., Brockfeld, E., Suske, D., & Melde, E. (2017). Evaluation of a transport mode detection using fuzzy 
rules. Transportation Research Procedia, 25, 591-602. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trpro.2017.05.444. 
81 Sadeghian, P., Håkansson, J., & Zhao, X. (2021). Review and evaluation of methods in transport mode detection based on GPS tracking 
data. Journal of Traffic and Transportation Engineering (English Edition), 8(4), 467-482. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2021.04.004 
82 Klumpp, M., & Kandel, C. (2011). GPS-based Real-Time Transport Control for Production Network Scheduling Simulation. European 
Simulation and Modelling Conference, 235-239. 
83 Kandel, C., Klumpp, M., & Keusgen, T. (2011). GPS based track-and-trace for transparent and sustainable global supply chains. 17th 
Conference on Concurrent Enterprising, 1-8. 
84 Xu, R., Chen, W., Xu, Y., & Ji, S. (2015). A New Indoor Positioning System Architecture Using GPS Signals. Sensors, 15(5), 10074-10087. 
85 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudolite 
86 Hussain, M. A., & Kwak, K. S. (2009). Positioning in Wireless Body Area Network using GSM. International Journal of Digital Content 
Technology and its Applications, 3(3), 167-172. 
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As a basis, it can be stated that track-and-trace in the indoor context of outbound logistics, is mostly 
applicable to distribution centres, since goods are handled in these facilities before they are shipped 
out to the end customer. This procedure is called indirect distribution, since the final consumer is not 
geographically close to the factory in most cases, so that intermediaries are helping to deliver the final 
product.   Chen (2001) simplified the role of distribution centres by referring to them as the connection 
point between supplying sources and the demand points of the end customer.87  
 
GSM is still the current standard for mobile tracking.88 It is the most widely deployed telephony 
standard in the world. GSM is present in more than 220 countries with nearly 800 mobile operators. 
Mobile-based tracking is a form of self-positioning, also called remote positioning, due to the remote 
calculation of the position, utilizing the signal of the mobile to position it on the map, measuring the 
distances of each sender. 
 
Barcodes 
Barcodes are an important factor in today’s world, extensively popular and universally recognized 
because of their reading speed, precision, accuracy and functionality.89 In general, whenever a 
barcode is read, the status of the shipment can be changed to the next required action; once this is 
done, the ID of the person who made the change and a time stamp are stored into a database, so that 
transparency is increased and each handling step is documented.90 (See also Appendix 4 - GS1 system 
of standards and EPCIS.) 
 
Regarding Kandel et al. (2011), barcode tracking is part of an event-monitoring since no notifications  
are sent automatically to a receiver.91  Nevertheless, barcode tracking can easily be integrated into 
active tracking methods, as when scanning the barcode, the shipment can be connected to the 
transportation vehicle it is loaded into. With this twist, a single barcode becomes part of consolidated 
shipments, where forms of active tracking might be applicable.92 (See also Appendix 5 which outlines 
how this approach can be implemented across the supply chain between Seller and Buyer.) 
 
Currently the most popular barcodes are the so-called linear formats like the ones you see on products 
in shops all over the world. The image in Figure 31 below shows the first linear barcode on consumer 
products ever scanned at a point of sale. The number shown below the barcode is the number 
contained in the linear barcode and it is the so-called GTIN (GS1 Global Trade Item Number).  
GS1 barcodes are scanned all over the world more than 10 billion times per day. 
 

 
87 Chen, C. T. (2001). A fuzzy approach to select the location of the distribution centre. Fuzzy Sets and Systems, 118(1), 65-73. 
88 Tian, Y., Denby, B., Ahriz, I., Roussel, P., & Dreyfus, G. (2015). Robust indoor localization and tracking using GSM fingerprints. Journal on 
Wireless Communications and Networking, 2015(1), 1-12. 
89 M’hand, M. A., Boulmakoul, A., Badir, H., & Lbath, A. (2019). A scalable real-time tracking and monitoring architecture for logistics and 
transport in RoRo terminals. Procedia Computer Science, 151, 218-225. 
90 Vartiainen, J., Kallonen, T., & Ikonen, J. (2008). Barcodes and Mobile Phones as Part of Logistic Chain in Construction Industry. 
International Conference on Software, Telecommunications and Computer Networks, 304-307. 
91 Kandel, C., Klumpp, M., & Keusgen, T. (2011). GPS based track-and-trace for transparent and sustainable global supply chains. 17th 
Conference on Concurrent Enterprising, 1-8. 
92 Shuyi, Q., Zhiqiang, W., & Yongquan, Y. (2013). Research on Vegetable Supply Chain Traceability Model Based on Two-Dimensional 
Barcode. 6th International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Design, 1, 317-320. 
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Figure 31. First linear barcode on consumer products ever scanned at a point of sale, GS1 
 
 
One major benefit of barcodes is the easy setup for a barcode system with just a simple smartphone 
camera and access to the internet. This is especially applicable to 2D barcodes.  
 
2D barcodes (e.g., QR and DataMatrix) 
Shuyi et al. (2013) talk about the new generation of 2D barcodes (e.g., QR codes, DataMatrix, PDF417), 
which consist of a black and white matrix in which information is encoded using small squares.  
2D barcodes have a hundred times more capacity than linear barcodes, have error correction 
capability and information can be stored in vertical as well as horizontal directions93.  
 
One major advantage of the 2D barcodes is that they can contain many different data elements (e.g., 
delivery location information next to unique transport unit ID, shipment ID, seller ID, and buyer ID). 
All that information can be read and interpreted in a single barcode-scan using global data standards 
such as described in the GS1 Scan4Transport guidelines94.  

The QR barcode in Figure 32 below is compliant with these Scan4Transport guidelines and contains 
among other things the transport unit ID, shipment ID, consignment ID, postal code, address details, 
geo-coordinates as well as the name of the recipient and the sender. This barcode would be available 
on the transport unit and may be scanned by any stakeholder handling the transport unit and then 
correctly interpreted based on the Scan4Transport guidelines. 

 
93 Saroj Goyal, Dr. Vinod Kumar, Dr. Surendra Yadav, Manish Mathuria, (2015). Quick Response Code Implementation in Society, 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY (IJERT) ATCSMT – 2015 (Volume 3 – Issue 31). 
94 GS1 Scan4Transport: Linking the Parcel to its Digital Twin 

https://www.gs1.org/industries/transport-and-logistics/scan4transport
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Figure 32. 2-D Barcode example, GS1 

 
You may scan this barcode using https://gs1.github.io/S4T/mobile.htm to view the contents in a 
user-friendly format. The page also enables you to then view the delivery location on OpenStreetMap. 
 
A variety of barcode sizes are available ranging from Micro QR codes to 177 x 177 modules, utilizing 
four encoding modes, that is Numeric, Alphanumeric, Binary/byte and Kanji.95 The size of the 2D 
barcode is often chosen dependent on the available space of the product or object, so that Micro QR 
codes are often seen on small electronic components. Sensitive information can be stored into 
secured 2D barcodes, where the access is limited. Also, the possibility of frame QR codes exist, which 
gives companies the possibility to visually individualize their QR code to be easily recognized. This is 
mostly done in advertising and does not seem to be relevant for track-and-trace purposes (Rajesh, 
Waranalatha, Reddy & Supraja, 2018).96 Currently, coloured QR codes with more data storing 
opportunities are developed, but this technology is not ready for the universal mass application yet.  
 
In the case of Wang, Hung-Lin, Shou and Wang (2018), several barcodes for different processing steps 
have been used to track single items.97 Therefore, the usage of different barcodes allows to separate 
the information of a shipment completely to ensure data security. Nevertheless, the test also revealed 
that these barcodes should be easily separable so that it is clearly visible which barcode is relevant for 
each processor of the shipment to keep the productivity high. Additionally, the readability of the 2D 
barcode is enhanced since it can be recognized correctly even if the scanning misses up to 50% of the 
small constituent squares.  
 
The creation of a unique 2D barcode is simple and at low cost with the help of electronic generators. 
As the barcode-image only consists of black and white, printing costs can be limited. With this setup, 
costs can be decreased and a tracking system with an acceptable security level can be implemented.98  
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Structures. 2nd International Conference on Intelligent Computing and Control Systems, 151-161. 
97 Wang, J., Hung-Lin, C., Shou, W., & Wang, X. (2018). A Coordinated Approach for Supply-Chain Tracking in the Liquefied Natural Gas 
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98 Melgar, M. E. V., & Melgar Santander, L. A. (2014). An alternative proposal of tracking products using digital signatures and QR codes. 
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Barcode Quality 
Vartiainen et al. (2008) conducted experiments, which concluded that barcode identification with a 
regular cell phone camera is applicable to situations where sufficient light is available.99 Also, the 
accessibility is important since a sufficiently correct angle between the reader and the barcode is 
needed to enhance the readability. This goes in line with the conducted tests of Billo, David Porter, 
Mazumdar and Brown (2003), where seven independent variables of the bar code quality were 
tested.100 Only the X-dimension (ideal width), the bar growth/reduction as well as the symbol contrast 
seemed to matter in the fast readability of these codes. Once taking these factors into account, 
barcodes can easily be read by a manual scanner or a fully automatic reading machine.  
 
Another benefit is the universal application of barcodes as in the example of M´hand, Boulmakoul, 
Badir and Lbath (2019). In a challenging environment for localization technologies like within ferries, 
where the high density of metal makes the localization with advanced tracking technologies difficult, 
an easy arrangement might meet the requirements if no real-time localization is needed.101  
 
Wang et al. (2018) point out that one downside of barcodes is that they are easily damaged as they 
are exposed to wear and tear. Once a linear barcode is ripped or damaged, there is no way to scan or 
update the status of the product.102 He therefore recommends a plastic protective layer around it 
once it becomes obvious that the product is at risk of being damaged. In his example he calculated 
that even with a 1% rate of ripped barcodes, labelling could still be beneficial for the overall revenue 
generation. As mentioned above, 2D barcodes are much less susceptible to damage and can nearly 
always be read. 
 
Once the barcode is scanned, all relevant information can be displayed immediately, and no manual 
entries need to be made to have access to the relevant information. 
 
RFID - Radio Frequency Identification 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is one of the pivotal enablers of the Internet of 
Things,103  which is common technology used for tracking and tracing of goods, assets and flows in a 
logistics system.104 RFID technology offers several contributions to supply chain, through advanced 
properties such as unique identification of products, tracking of items as they move through the supply 
chain, ease of communication and real-time information.105  RFID technology shares information with 
business partners, allowing collaboration on various supply chain processes, such as inventory 
management, transportation management, planning, forecasting, production scheduling, 
replenishment and asset management systems.106 RFID tags support a larger set of unique IDs than 
barcodes and can incorporate additional data such as manufacturer, product type and even measure 
environmental factors such as temperature.107 Moreover, RFID can improve the traceability of 
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products and the visibility throughout the entire supply chain. RFID can also speed up and make more 
reliable operational processes, such as tracking, shipping, checkout and counting processes, which 
leads to greater inventory flows and more accurate information.108 
 
RFID is a wireless automatic identification and data acquisition (AIDC) technology.109 It employs radio 
frequency waves to transfer data between a reader and an item that is to be identified, tracked, or 
located.110 RFID may be utilized to track shipments, transport units, trade items, transport equipment 
and many more different objects that may be tagged. Unlike other technologies such as barcode 
systems, RFID identifies objects from a distance and does not require a direct line of sight. Thus, it can 
be utilized in visually and environmentally challenging conditions111.  
 
The identification is contactless with the resonance or reflection principle by electromagnetic or 
magnetic (inductive) coupling. Depending on the RFID frequency (near field or far field), the coupling 
element consists of a dipole antenna or antenna coil.112  
 
RFID Tag Types 
RFID tags can be divided into three different systems - active, passive and semi-passive RFID tags (Choy 
& Ng, 2006; Xiao, Yu, Wu & Ni, 2007; Heidrich, Brenk, Essel, Schwarzer, Seemann, et al. 2010). 113 114 
115 Xiao et al. (2007) mention that passive RFID tags do not require batteries or maintenance.  
 
Passive RFID tags are inductively coupled, powered and received by an electromagnetic field 
generated by the reader. More precisely, data transmission is achieved by inductive coupling between 
the coil in the reader and the tiny coil in the tag. Passive RFID tags store the energy they receive until 
there is enough energy for the tag to transmit data (Heidrich et al., 2010). A clear advantage of passive 
tags is that they are smaller, lighter, and less expensive than active tags. However, due to the inductive 
coupling they can only be read from short distance of up to 3 meters (Xiao et al., 2007). Passive RFID 
tags also have an indefinite operational life and due to their small size, they fit into a practical adhesive 
label (Choy et al., 2006, Lu et al., 2018116).  
 
According to Heidrich et al. (2010) active RFID tags, unlike passive RFID tags, can send data in 
predefined time intervals because they have their own power supply (battery). This enables them to 
communicate data at a higher range of up to 100 meters. Anandhi et al. (2019) mention that active 
RFID tags are predestined for indoor localization. Active RFID tags offer an integrated sensor 
technology (position, acceleration, pressure, temperature, charge level) that enables additional 
information transfer about the tagged object. The advantages of active RFID tags are characterized by 
their easy programmability and integration. However, the costs factor and installation effort are still 
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downsides that must be considered. Cost effectiveness can only be reached by purchasing large 
amounts (Xiao et al., 2007).117  
 
Semi-passive tags have a power source which increases their working range and throughput. The main 
difference between active and semi-passive tags is that semi-passive tags still require a passive 
response from the RFID tag to the reader (Choy et al., 2006; Kiraly, Helfenbein, Kiraly, Kovacs & Balla, 
2017).118119  
 
GS1 provides standards for encoding the information in the RFID tags. Most passive RFID tags 
nowadays are so-called generation 2 (Gen2) tags and are based on GS1 standards. These Gen 2 tags 
allow non-GS1 identifiers to be used within the RFID tags, meaning that everyone may use Gen 2 tags 
without using any of the GS1 identifiers. e.g., you may include a BIC container code in a Gen 2 standard 
RFID tag.120 
 
W-LAN Tracking 
Since GPS tracking is hardly applicable to complex indoor environments, alternative active tracking 
methods have to be considered which allow for real-time localization. Wide Local Area Network (W-
LAN) localization techniques in general utilize metrics of received radio signals. Some common 
wireless localization methodologies developed over the years are below.   
 
Angle of Arrival (AoA) methodology is mostly suitable for areas that there is a direct line of sight 
between mobile user (MU) and reference points (RP). Location is calculated by measuring the angle 
between a line that runs from the RP to the MU and a line from the RP with a predefined 
direction.121Despite in areas of direct line of sight being sustained, providing very accurate results, the 
biggest disadvantage of this methodology is the need of special RPs that can sense the exact direction 
of the received signal. 
 
Time of Arrival ToA) methodology is based on the measurement of the amount of time required for a 
signal to travel from an MU to one or more RPs.122 This amount of time is named propagation delay 
and the distance between an MU and a RP can be determined by this method. The method uses the 
absolute time it takes until the synchronous signal is received, whereas the time difference of arrival 
approach uses the time difference between sending and receiving the signal as the basis.123  
 
Another important tracking technology for W-LAN is the trilateration method. The distance from 
several W-LAN access points to the trackable device is measured.124  The accuracy is improved with 
more access points in direct line-of-sight to which the trackable device can build up a connection. 
More access points are equivalent to more data about the physical distance to different routers which 
can be measured (Torteeka et al., 2014). Xiang, Song, Chen, Wang and Huang et al. (2004) on the other 
hand found out that after more than 100 measurements, the accuracy of their tracking system was 
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not remarkably improved with further entries during the setup phase.125  This indicates that there is a 
threshold of how much data should be processed. The downside is that the accuracy of the method is 
easily affected by noise and the impact of closely located electronic devices, which is 
counterproductive for a tracking method in the context of a warehouse. The experiments were 
conducted in a direct line-of-sight to the receiver, which would be additionally challenging for this 
tracking method once this parameter of the test setup would be changed to the reality of a 
warehouse.126 Regarding Han and He (2018) most of the currently used indoor positioning methods 
are based on the received signal strength fingerprint recognition algorithm and are therefore called 
fingerprinting localization.127 This algorithm creates a database of the designated location area signal 
strength and compares it to the real-time collected signal strength. With this method, an accurate 
location estimation can be achieved. It does not require line-of-sight measurement to the sending 
nodes, which is beneficial in complex environments, where the line-of-sight can be easily blocked. In 
general, the system works well with unchanged environments, where influencing factors stay constant 
over time.  
 
This technique consists of two phases. During the offline phase, a database or radio map of reference 
points is created, which serves as the basis for future localizations. During the online phase, the 
location would be obtained by using pattern-matching algorithms, which compare real time signal 
strengths with those recorded during the offline phase.128 The overall fingerprint location technology 
is further divided into two categories. The first type would be the positioning method using an average 
of the signal strength for each access point, so that the user location can be estimated using a 
reasoning algorithm. The second type is a probability-based localization method, where conditional 
probability is used in order to estimate the user´s position (Han et al., 2018).129 Advanced forms of 
fingerprinting localization methods use context-aware information, such as a site plan, to reduce the 
special density of required wireless access points.130 In some conducted experiments by Izquierdo, 
Ciurana, Barcelo, Paradells and Zola (2006), the time-of-arrival data was used to estimate a position.131 
Time-of-arrival is part of the round-trip measurement and therefore, a set of estimations with zero 
distance had to be obtained. An average measurement error of 0.64m regarding all cases could be 
achieved, when factors about the area have been considered. Therefore, W-LAN tracking is never an 
off-the-shelf solution but an individualized product. In the harder-to-locate environment of Jathe, 
Lutjen and Freitag (2019), an average location accuracy of 2,33m with the best possible algorithm 
combination could be achieved.132  
 
The results of Xiang et al. (2004) are going into the same direction, which proves that the development 
of an adjusted algorithm can significantly improve the results of the tracking system. Since the tracking 
accuracy was within 4m in 95% of all cases, this method of tracking is applicable for the practical 
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commercial use if this range is enough for the purpose of the business.133 In related papers, 
localization is done with the help of a grid, where vectors are pointing toward the place where the 
requested position can be localized. This form of tracking is mostly useful in undistracted 
environments, where less distractions are taking place and therefore less suitable for track-and-trace 
in the context of logistics.134 Torteeka et al. (2014) conducted an experiment, where they combined 
the W-LAN trilateration technique with the fingerprint method.135 With this approach the positioning 
accuracy could be improved, the tracking system became more robust and the approximate 
positioning is continuous. Hence, this shows that once techniques are combined, a robust solution can 
be developed, which can mitigate the downsides of each tracking technique.  
 
In the work of Kirsch, Miesen and Vossiek (2014) as well as related papers regarding the Internet of 
Things, W-LAN is often used to transport information to a central server for further processing.136 This 
type of connection to a mobile phone or a different device cannot be seen as a tracking technique, 
since only information is exchanged and the method is not used for location purposes. In these setups, 
W-LAN is part of a hybrid localisation technique but not the source of localisation. One further 
example would be the wireless pick-by-light system of Asghar, Lutjen, Rohde, Lembke and Freitag 
(2018), where W-LAN is used to establish a more inexpensive form of a picking system with optimized 
routes.137 It becomes clear that fingerprinting tracking as well as the trilateration method are the ones 
suitable for indoor tracking in a logistical context (Torteeka et al., 2014).138 Hybrid approaches are 
emerging ideas, which require more work to detect their full potential.  
 
UWB Tracking 
Indoor positioning is often characterized by a high demand for precision and accuracy and can be 
affected by a variety of objects and signals. In recent years, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) gained increased 
interest in indoor positioning, because it enables highly accurate positioning.139 Zuin, Calzavara, 
Sgarbossa and Persona (2018) defined UWB as a radio frequency technology that spreads information 
out over a wide spectrum of radio frequencies.140 This enables UWB to transmit a large variety of data 
while consuming only little energy (Alarifi et al., 2016). Promwong and Southisombat (2016) 
additionally mention that the time difference of arrival can be used with UWB to determine the 
distance between the reference point and the target.141  
 
According to Pourhomayoun, Zhanpeng and Fowler (2012) UWB is defined as a baseband, impulse, 
and carrier-free technology.142 UWB radio communicates with high-speed data rates in the respective 
area by transmitting extremely short pulses of radio signals (Alarifi et al., 2016). Thus, the high 
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bandwidth of UWB offers the possibility to transmit a huge amount of data and the low frequency of 
UWB enables this technology to overcome the indoor positioning challenges of signal interferences 
through obstacles such as objects and walls. According to Pahlavan, Krishnamurthy and Beneat (1998) 
the high accuracy of UWB is very suitable for the tracking of different applications, such as mobile 
devices and humans in an indoor environment.143 The literature reveals different features of UWB 
positioning. Alarifi et al. (2016) state that UWB can also be used for the transmission of near-field data. 
As already mentioned, the high bandwidth and the extremely short pulses enable the signals to pass 
through obstacles and reduce the impact of signal interferences. This makes UWB a possible solution 
for indoor positioning in comparison to other technologies (Bastida-Castillo, Gomez-Carmona, De la 
Cruz Sanchez, Reche-Royo, Ibanez et al., 2019144; Alarifi et al., 2016). Furthermore, UWB provides a 
high accuracy rate that enables positioning within three to seven centimetres. Therefore, UWB is 
mainly suitable for indoor locations that require a highly accurate positioning.  
 
In contrast to other positioning technologies such as W-LAN and barcodes, UWB transmits data over 
distance without requiring a direct line-of-sight. Furthermore, it is not affected by noises or other 
devices due to its high bandwidth of radio signals. A drawback of UWB is that the investment and 
installation costs for UWB are relatively high in comparison to other technologies. This is due to the 
fact, that UWB localisation requires at least three receivers to receive signal strength at any given 
time. These readers are expensive and must be precisely synchronized down to a nanosecond to 
accurately calculate the location. Moreover, the installation effort is increased, because to keep the 
readers synchronized, they are often connected by cables (Pourhomayoun et al., 2012).145 Thus, when 
considering Ultra-wideband as a track-and-trace solution, it should be carefully evaluated, whether a 
highly precise positioning is necessary due to the high investment costs.  
 
Bluetooth-based tracking 
Regarding Yang, Poellabauer, Mitra and Neubecker (2020), bluetooth-based indoor localization is a 
long existing approach.146 Bluetooth classic was the utilized technology of position determination 
originally. However, due to its inefficiency, this technology has not been widely used in the past, 
because the length of the connection process between the devices required too much time. With the 
development of the Bluetooth 4.0 (including Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) the situation changed 
significantly. BLE is characterized by a relatively low energy consumption and the configuration 
options enable a more efficient positioning in comparison to the previously mentioned W-LAN-
positioning. According to Kriz, Maly and Kozel (2016), BLE is an emerging wireless technology for short-
range communication that is designed as a low-power solution for control and monitoring 
applications.147  
 
Bluetooth is an already widely established technology (e.g. in mobile phones, laptops, automobiles, 
etc.) and can thus benefit the implementation of BLE.148BLE beacons can be considered as the most 
established BLE applications (Faragher & Harle, 2015). They are small devices that are used to 
illuminate the respective area by continuously broadcasting a signal to nearby BLE receivers. This 
enables devices such as smartphones or tablets to send or receive data packages when they are close 
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to one or several beacons. The usage of BLE beacons is very suitable for indoor positioning and 
navigation of people in indoor environments.149 Vasconcelos, Figueiredo, Almeida and Ferreira (2017) 
mention that the downsides of the adoption of BLE include the lack of support for large and dynamic 
data transmissions, security and privacy concerns and interoperability with other wireless 
technologies.150 According to Dalkilic et al. (2017), localization within buildings is often determined by 
W-LAN networks.151 Due to the often-complex structure of a building W-LAN signals can usually not 
cover all areas, which results in positioning inefficiencies. Kriz et al. (2016) agree and propose that 
these areas can be additionally covered by additional BLE beacons.152 BLE beacons are characterized 
by their relatively low price, small size and independence of an external power supply. Thus, they can 
be considered as a possible supplement to an existing W-LAN network. However, a high density of BLE 
beacons is needed to fully cover an area, which results in high investment costs (Yang et al., 2020).153 
Hence, areas covered with weak W-LAN signal can be additionally illuminated by BLE beacons.  
 
 
Cost Considerations in Tracking Solutions 
This literature focuses on several factors, which are generally influential for the efficient performance 
of outbound logistical flows. One basic influencing factor is the price of the goods to be tracked as well 
as the logistical costs connected with the tracking solutions chosen. If these figures take up a big 
proportion of the total costs, a transparent supply chain becomes a key issue, which is worth investing 
in.154 The quantity of shipments is of importance once outbound shipments can be tracked efficiently.  
 
Additionally, the characteristics of the tracked outbound shipment are highly relevant. One example 
given by Ling and Huang (2019) are the requirements for food shipments and the connected benefits 
of this excessive tracking.155 These products are not high in value but need extensive tracking to 
guarantee food safety. The same applies for critical safety equipment, where quality issues become a 
matter of life and death as experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Hassan et al. (2015) looked at several factors in more detail and identified six broad categories of 
hindering factors once analysing the implementation of Auto-ID systems.156 Besides the mentioned 
categories, technological issues play a key role. The connection to external partners as well as their 
own IT capabilities could be limiting factors. This is closely related to currently used tracking 
applications and technologies, given that they might be easily expandable. This also minimizes 
implementation costs, which make more sophisticated tracking solutions appealing to top 
management.  
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Recent studies have been done to prove the cost-effectiveness of a secure track and trace system,157 
where the proposed criteria for an RFID-based traceability system evaluation158 addressed the costs 
and benefits of an RFID-based system for crankshaft traceability,159 and developed an approach to 
predict traceability performance in agriculture food supply chains.160 Also, evaluation methods were 
developed and experimental evaluations were conducted of an IoT-based cyber-physical system 
prototype,161 and validated the effectiveness of a Web-based platform for eco-sustainable supply 
chain management with tracing capabilities, while contributing to overcoming the lack of quantitative 
tools to support companies, along with monitoring and improving the environmental impact along the 
production chain.162 
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APPENDIX 6 
 

Tracking and Tracing Considerations for Bulk: 

Raw materials, natural resources, agricultural products, industrial parts, inputs, and machinery fall 
under the category of dry bulk or break-bulk products under the seller buyer contract. Dry bulk and 
break bulk are different in how items are labelled or rather identified from point of origin to point of 
destination.   

To track any one product under an identifier or label requires a different method of tracking the 
product from seller to buyer to close the ID gap163 in many bulk transport scenarios.  

Types of goods typically carried in: 
 

• Dry Bulk - Grain, wheat, canola, barley, pulse products ex. Peas, lentils, chickpeas, soya, corn, 
sulphur, coal, copper concentrate, ammonia, woodchips, zinc, nickel, lithium, potash, 
aluminum. 

• Break-bulk - Windmill towers, solar panels, yachts, machinery, boilers, mining equipment, 
equipment for oil and gas, (heavy/industrial) equipment in general, machinery, accessories, 
(industrial) parts, lumber, wood pulp, newsprint reels of paper, bagged woodchips, steel 
products, fertilizer (bagged), solid materials.  

 

Dry Bulk Characteristics (related to identification):  

• Goods are typically transported as “Loose Cargo”. The goods are often exposed to 
environmental conditions such as dust-like textures and are weather sensitive; Goods are 
generally not packaged for transport except in bags for grain products and fertilizers. Even 
when these products are packaged for transportation, these transport units are generally not 
identified uniquely. 

• Mixing of wheat blends at terminal refinery determines allocation of product to buyer from 
seller are based on inventory levels. The trade transaction between Seller and Buyer must 
include unambiguous identification of the specific batch/blend that is covered in the trade 
transaction. 

• Port and terminal operations are usually conducted under conveyor belt systems (or other 
continuous transport means) sourcing from silos or railcar drop-off in areas per grade of 
product. For these products, the grade must be identified unambiguously also (next to an 
identifier generic for the product across grades).  

• Woodchips follow same system of labelling at point of production, delivery to port, warehouse 
storage, while each allocation is supported under a lot number at warehouse and floor 
number.  

• Copper concentrate identified under sales order, grade, destination that is transported “not 
bagged” is often old while in a warehouse or prior to port storage facility.  

• Product stock at the terminal elevator may be reallocated from one client/buyer to the other 
to meet delivery times. The trade transaction (ID) between Seller and Buyer continues to exist. 
The product identifiers (e.g., blend, lot and other identifiers) related to the trade transaction 

 
163 The ID gaps are the focus for this BRS and in this Appendix we will focus on that also. 
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change prior to the picking, packing and despatch of those products on the first consignment 
related to the trade transaction. 

• Bulk products may also become part of a trade transaction (Sell/Buy) whilst they are in transit 
on some transport means (most commonly an ocean-going vessel). We may still use/create 
the trade transaction ID (as for orders described in more detail in Appendix 5). Seller and Buyer 
may be identified in exactly the same way as for trade transaction described in Appendix 5). 
Trade item identification will follow the practice described in the bullets above. Destination 
location identification will generally be handled the same as for trade transactions covered in 
Appendix 5). Because in this scenario the goods are in cargo hold(s) in the vessel, the 
identifiers used for the origin location will generally be different from those used for trade 
transaction covered in Appendix 5. 

Dry bulk products are often handled in proximity to deep-sea ports due to the very large tonnages per 
grade and quality of the product. These large quantities require large capacity of terminals and 
refineries, vessel berth size appropriate for the often very large-scale vessels involved (for example, 
capesize, handymax, panamax, supermax) as well as large, specialized handling equipment.  
Vessels and equipment identifiers are needed for various purposes (including tracking and tracing). 

When the goods are transported on vessels, multiple sellers and buyers are linked to the vessel 
consignments. There may be several vessel consignments transported per vessel hatch and hold area, 
generally a maximum of five to seven, dependent on class, size and make of ship. 

In the text and bullets above, we referred to several different kinds of locations related to transport 
and/or storage of the products as they move between Seller and Buyer. To always “know where goods 
are” stakeholders need to unambiguously identify these locations. 

Loose bulk operations generally make use of railway turnabouts and conveyor belt systems. 
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Charting the flow of goods under a dry bulk system 

Figure 33. Bulk Transport Flow of Goods for Dry Bulk 

Figure 33 above indicates identifiers (and their names) that are commonly used in dry bulk goods 
flows. The Order ID# equates to the trade transaction ID or shipment ID in UN/CEFACT terms. Item ID 
relates to the trade item ID; Package ID relates to the transport unit ID. 
 
In bulk transportation, tracking of transport means to know where goods are is still a common 
practice. Transport means IDs are therefore also often exchanged among stakeholders between Seller 
and Buyer. The table also makes clear that in many stages of the life cycle of a bulk shipment, there 
are no identifiers available for the transport units (even if the goods are packaged). Package IDs are 
mentioned only for the road mode of transport. 

Figure 33 also mentions the Transport Service IDs. The example for Air is a flight-number.  
These Transport Service identifiers may be used when track and trace information is not (generally) 
provided at the level of the transport means executing the service identified with the Transport Service 
ID#. 
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Break-bulk Characteristics (related to identification):  

• Goods are generally transported in transport units (Unitized) e.g., in bundles, crates, 
boxes, pallets, as stencils or wrapped units that are tagged and marked with transport unit 
IDs. 

• Due to dimensions and weight, break-bulk products generally require forklifts, mobile and 
shore cranes, vessel self-loading systems in port and terminal storage, warehousing, and 
other goods handling spaces/locations as well as rail links, trucking lanes capable of 
handling these products. (Unique/Serialized) Trade Item IDs (and information associated 
with the specific trade item) are essential to ensure that proper/appropriate handling of 
break-bulk products can be planned and executed. 

In general, break-bulk consignments are consolidations of products for multiple end buyers, sold by 
multiple sellers and they may originate from different supply locations. So, they are shipped according 
to trade transactions between a buyer and a seller and then transported under a number of transport 
contracts (consignments). A break-bulk shipment tends to be staged at a storage yard at its destination 
or project site/factory/warehouse.  

The key identifiers are the original trade transaction IDs (PO/SO numbers), the product identifiers 
(unique/serialized) and transport unit identifiers. One large piece of (heavy/industrial) equipment may 
be transported on many different transport units. For example, an ASML Lithography machine to make 
wafers of high-end electronic chips may require an entire cargo plane to transport all of the transport 
units related to the machine. The machine is then assembled at its destination location (in the buyer’s 
facility). 
 
The consignments associated with a shipment are sorted according to notify party, who may/may not 
be the end buyer. There is a need to link the consignment IDs with the shipment (trade transaction) 
IDs. 
 
A cargo broker can act as a buyer. The broker may then hold on to the commodities or goods to sell 
later when they find the right buyer willing to pay the right price.  

Note: Wood pulp and steel are usually further broken down for resale from the consignee warehouse 
or storage facility, still sold based on origin, grade, and price. This onward sale constitutes a new trade 
transaction (between a new buyer and new seller) within the context of this BRS. Even though new 
trade transaction IDs, transport unit IDs, consignment IDs will be created, in this scenario some of the 
identifiers related to the product covered in this new trade transaction will be the same identifiers as 
those used in the previous trade transaction. (This BRS will NOT elaborate further on this scenario.) 
 
Machinery, project cargo, mining equipment, oil and gas equipment are sold and transported to a 
specific buyer. The buyer is clearly identified on the labels of the transport units consigned to a specific 
party and destination. In that sense, the break-bulk shipments and consignments are very similar to 
the shipments covered in Appendix 4. Therefore, the same approaches described there may be used 
to devise and implement tracking and tracing solutions for break-bulk shipments (flow of goods). 

Figure 34 below indicates identifiers (and their names) that are commonly used in break-bulk goods 
flows. The Order ID# equates to the trade transaction ID or shipment ID in UN/CEFACT terms. Item IDs 
related to the trade item identifiers. The Package IDs relate to the transport unit IDs. 
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Charting the flow of goods under a break-bulk system 

Figure 34. Bulk Transport Flow of Goods for Break-Bulk 

The Delivery to the Buyer (see the box in Figure 34 with the red text) consists of seven shipments, 
each of which may have been sent by a different seller. This is a common scenario in oil and gas when 
supplies must be delivered to offshore rigs. This kind of consolidation for delivery can easily be 
mapped using the approaches described in Appendix 4. 

Both figures (covering dry-bulk and break-bulk) clearly demonstrate the difference between the flow 
of goods and how labelling is very different between the two types of goods when moving the different 
product types from sellers to buyers. They have to use different identifiers when carried on multi-
modal and intermodal means due to the product characteristics. 
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An important distinction to make from both charts is the ID gaps that exist when product is moved 
from one mode of transportation to the other or when product may be handled/consolidated in a 
warehouse. Break-bulk shipments consisting of labelled items/transport units (containing for example 
lumber, wood pulp, steel products and industrial parts) that are stenciled and tagged, labelled or 
marked are easier to accurately identify compared to dry-bulk products. 

On the other hand, there are generally large numbers of break-bulk shipments on a single transport 
means (e.g., a vessel) compared to a ship carrying dry-bulk product for fewer sellers or outright 
chartered by one seller. As indicated above, this seller may sell the product to prospective buyers 
whilst the vessel is sailing towards its destination ports to then offload products related to the trade 
transactions concluded underway in those destination ports. 

Grains, similar to lumber can be moved via container instead of using dry-bulk transportation if it is 
bagged or unitized. In that case, the transport unit using break-bulk transportation may have a unique 
and unambiguous identifier available on a clear label or tag (see also Appendix 1 for tracking 
technologies) versus products that are not tagged in the dry-bulk context.  

Currently, industry stakeholders involved in the transportation of products that may also be 
transported as bagged items (e.g., fertilizer, wood chips, lumber, wood pulp) that may be used in 
combination with or in container movements prefer not to bag the product using break-bulk transport 
approaches. There are several reasons why they still prefer to use the dry-bulk approaches (despite 
the challenges with lack of track & trace and product and associated stock management issues).  
The primary reasons have to do with cost per unit product transported: 

• Time needed to bag the product at origin (the seller’s facility). 
• Less tonnage shipped on a specific transport means (e.g., vessel). 
• Higher handling costs whilst in transit (it takes more time and effort to handle the separate 

bags). 
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